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By Bob Dennis and Steve Carhart
Dr. Benson Snyder, newly elected
Dean for Institute Relations, says
that his first task in his relatively
undefined role will be that of determining the nature of the problems his
office will be facing.
When he assumes his new position
on July 1st, Snyder will seek to
develop processes for meeting the
challenges he will identify. He believes that there are presently "too
many subgroups that are out of the
mainstream" of Institute opinion,
and he hopes to establish channels to
bring these groups together. His first
step in this task will be to determine
for himself exactly "where things are
at."
Snyder informed The Tech that
he will continue to be concerned
with one of the major aspects of his
past work-the impact of the "hidden
curriculum" on the way people live
and cope with their environment.
The phrase "hidden curriculum" refers to latent effects of such factors
as bull sessions, life styles, and the
"Tech is Hell" syndrome. Snyder
believes that one cannot change the
educational climate while ignoring
the hidden curriculum.
As Chief Psychiatrist, Snyder had
been concerned with the educational
implications of the adjustments that
students often have to make to the
college environment. In his work
with the psychiatric service, he endevored to create an atmosphere in
which people should not have to
think of themselves as "sick" before
seeking counsel.
Snyder prepares to assume his
new role with the belief that "higher
education generally may be headed
for something like an ecological
trap." He declares that there is a
danger that we may be using too
simple a model for the interactions
within our institution.. As a result,
meeting the demands of one situation
often results in our being less-rather
than more-able to deal with later
problems.
Among the educational matters
with which he has been recently
concerned is the question of the rate
of change and growth in our society.
Many more students today are involved in the problems of achieving
competence without becoming obsolete. Snyder believes that more concem is being devoted to the question
of short and long term competence
on people and society. He observes
that graduate students want to become competent in their disciplines
without losing their ability to care
about the problems of society.
Besides the task of establishing his
own credibility through appropriate
actions, Snyder might continue to be
involved with what he sees as the
major problem of trust and mistrust
within the Institute. In determining
how the Institute should deal with
extremism, he thinks the old way of
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for questions from the audience.
Tickets will be distributed two
per MIT activity ticket Monday
morning at 9am in the Lobby of
Building I0.
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Wadleigh

Nyhart was head
of CAP, holder
of law degree

Snyder's first job
will be defi'ing
his new role
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Benson Snyder
examining trust and mistrust will
have to be reexamined.
In addition to his role as Chief
Psychiatrist at MIT, Dr. Snyder has
consulted at many colleges and serves
as a trustee of Antioch College. He
has been a consultant on the behavioral sciences for the National Institute of Health.
Snyder's most extensive project as
Chief Psychiatrist was undoubtedly
his exhaustive study of all phases of
the educational experiences of the
Class of 1965. This study encompassed both the years spent by the
class at the Institute and their experiences following graduation. It continues to serve as a valuable source of
data on the long-term effects of the
MIT education.

V-P ' Wh
By Alex Makowski
"I guess you could say I've tried
to be a catalyst for student-faculty
relationships," concluded Dean
Kenneth Wadleigh in summarizing his
tenure as Dean of Student Affairs.
"In this decade," he remarked,
"we've continued the evolution from
a highly proscribed, commuting university to a more modern, more
liberal residential status."
Wadleigh described the twvo areas
where he found continued development to be most important: "First,
we've continued the effort to provide
a non-curricular educational environment; and second, we've recognized
the value of student initiative."
Environment
On-campus housing and such facilities as the duPont athletic center
were singled out for their immense
,contribution towards achieving the
first goal. "When I went to school
here, the pattern was to come at nine
and leave at five-you know, that
commuting concept."
The construction of the Student
Center and Kresge before Wadleigh's
appointment and duPont afterwards
were attempts to provide for the MIT
student the opportunity for that education which can only be learned
outside the classroom. Rather than
having to bus students to athletic
facilities as is necessary at Yale,
MIT's urban site has not prevented
the location of our fields and gymnasium on campus.
Yet, Wadleigh feels continued ex-

Commission begin today at 1:30
in 26-100. The administration is
looking for ideas from interested
individuals and groups. A similar
forum will be held next Friday.
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By Karen Wattel
"It is peculiar that they put a
lawyer in that job," said one faculty
I
member
commenting on the appointment of Professor Daniel Nyhart as
Dean for Student Affairs.
Nyhart, a young, clean-cut finance expert, comes to the post from
eight years of "trying to sensitize
management students to what's going
on outside of business, things that
will affect him and that he himself
can affect."
He graduated from the Woodrow
Wilson School at Princeton, served in
the Navy, got a law degree from
Harvard, and spent two years in
Africa studying development finance.
There he met Professor Carroll Wilson of MIT whom he joined at the
Sloan School to work on the "MIT
Fellows in Africa Program."
In the Sloan School, Nyhart has
concentrated on the functions of law
and government-business relations.
He is particularly interested in "the
effective management of systems of
institutions."
Working openly is important to
Nyhart. "The effectiveness of a
manager is based on a relationship of
trust. Sharing goals, building them
I together is helpful. Structurally, as
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Wadleigh assumes
new position as
Institute V-P

j. Daniel Nyhart
many people as possible must be
brought into the act."
Nyhart hopes to "focus on lessening the difference between the stated
system as students see it and the
system the community agrees ought
to work. The problem is how to get
the community perceptions as to
what exists and what ought to exist
to coincide." He sees the deans office
as "sponsor of a range of activities to
do this."
Professor of Mechanical EngineerLng Peter Griffith, a member of the
CAP of w~hich Nyhart has been chairman said, "I think he's a fine
choice." Peter Harris '69, who has
also worked on the CAP sees Nyhart
bringing "youth and imagination" to
his new job.

oks

back

pansion of our tacilities is required.
"My first priority for physical plant
development was increasing the housing." Now, since that crisis has been
eased somewhat, effort can be directed towards such needs as athletics
("We're still short of facilities for
women students") and music space
("Kresge was designed as an auditorium, not a theater. It can't meet the
needs of the drama people for rehearsals").
Student initiative
"As for student responsibility,
I've always been a believer in giving
students a little too much rope.
Students, who are our professional
people of tomorrow, have to learn to
live with their mistakes." He called

for encouragement rather than direction of student initiative.
For instance, there is no dean for
the Student Union. Although students may complain sometimes about
the allocation of space in the Stratton Building, procedures here are far
less restrictive than on other campuses.
1961 appointment
Wadleigh's basic philosophy was
already formulated in the early sixties when President Julius Stratton
approached him to replace Professor
John Rule. Wadleigh insisted that
before he would accept the post, a
shift in the scope- of his function
would have to be made.
The concept of a Dean of Students as a "protagonist," applying
"bandaids" when needed, was fading
with the evolving feeling that MIT
should be more than just a factory.
Reflecting the widening of his responsibilities, Wadleigh's new title
became Dean of Student Affairs,
charged. to review aspects of educational policy ranging from classrooms
and activities to living groups.
First problems
What were some of the deficiencies Wadleigh moved to correct during his first years? Though basic
improvements had been made, the
curriculum was still highly structured. The "commuting" atmosphere, reduced by the impact of
Kresge and the Student Center, still
demanded attention. As yet, there
{continued overleaf}
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the system operationally effective.
In addition, he asserted that
even
if the hardware were avail'
able,
program
"debugging" would
I
be-a hit and miss affair since "it is

By Steve Carhart
Two new deans were named Tuesday by President Howard Johnson in
the wake of the resignation of Dean
of Student Affairs Kenneth R. Wadleigh.
Names Revealed
Chief Psychiatrist Benson Snyder
was named Dean for Institute Relations, a newly-created post. Associate Professor of Management J.
Daniel Nyhart was named Dean for
Student Affairs. Wadleigh will become Vice-President of MIT.
Snyder's appointment is effective
July 1st, while Nyhart will assume his
duties September 1st.
The move followed weeks of speculation, which began with the announcement of Wadleigh's resignation. During that time, a wide variety
of student and faculty groups were
consulted concerning their feelings
about Wadleigh's successor. Johnson,
in seelcing someone for what he
characterized Tuesday as "a tough
job to fill," received ideas concerning
revisions of the structure of Wadleigh's past position, as well as comments about individuals under consideration. Johnson told a meeting of
housemasters, representative students, ana the faculty Committee on
Student Environment held Tuesday
that the names of Snyder and Nyhart
occurred repeatedly in his discussions
with the many groups. He added that,
the two new posts, neither of which
iis let well-defined, were set up in
response to various inputs. He emphasized that needs of the MIT community at large and the two appointees would determine the specific
nature of the two posts.
New post
IIn describing the post of Dean for
Institute Relations, Johnson siad that
he sought "a person of immense
ability..." who would be concerned
with "how the different estates (students, faculty, and stf) interact."
Addressing the group then present,
he added, "I hope you will help him
decide what is to be done."
In characterizing the dual appointments as a "team operation,"
Johnson spoke of Nyhart as "a man
who has taken immense interest in
the students." He also reported that
Nyhart's appointment was enthusiastically received by Wadleigh's staff.
Johnson then introduced Snyder,
who said that his major thrust in the
new post would be to determine how
"an institution can identify and
become more responsive to its problems." He said that MIT should'not
adjust to the existing situation, but
should try instead to improve that
situation. He added also that the
phrase "Institute Relations" had yet
to be defined.
"It is with some misgivings and
some
excitement," Synder conl
lcluded, "that one tries to tackle these
things."
(continued overleaf)
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sateguard deployment

Wiesner, leading off under the would escalate the arms race. Durglare of the television lights, ing the course of Wiesner's ans-

sketched his long and extensive wer, Case's eyes widened while
involvement with US defense pro- Wiesner explained the ease with
(Pleaseturn to page 2)
blems. He opined, "it is possible
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Snyder, Nyhart emphasize
greater rapport, progress
(continuedfrom front)
Nyhart jokingly summed up his
new post as "a tough way to find out
what your youngsters will be like in
four years." In a more serious vein,
he commented, "MIT does have a
chance to operate within the revolution going on and better itself in the
process-not in reaction [to the revolution] but with it." Nyhart described his new post as "an office
that can provide support for learning
processcs...of an informal nature."
Wadleigh also described his new
post, calling it "Vice-President without prortfolio." He stressed that he
will not be a part of the "new
situation" in which Nyhart and
Snyder will .ssume and extend the
functions formerly performed in his
office. Instead, he will concentrate
on "special projects." Wadleigh declined to give further details about
his new assignment, although
Johnson said that Wadlcigh will continue to have a "large influence" at
the Institute.
In subsequent discussions, Snyder
and Nyhart discussed the philosophics they will bring to their new
jobs. Snyder was emphatic that he
was not a "super" Dean of Students.
He also said that he hoped to make a
dent in the compartmentalization of
the Institute, and that he might be a
"catalyst" for implementing ways of
involving the community which make
sense to the community as a whole,

such as Agenda Days.
Nyhart stated that he "didn't
particlarly relish the cop's role," and
hoped that the Institute would work
toward a situation in which all mernmbers of the community would help
decide the rules and their interpretation. He also said that he hoped that
MIT could get away from the "double vomit" system of teaching and
examinations. NTyhart is currently
chairman of the Committee on Academic Performance.
It was revealed also that both men
took their new posts with the understanding that the work currently
handled by Wadleigh would be divided and expanded as has been done.
In addition, it was said that Nyhart
had been offered a senior position on
Wadleigh's staff under the old system, which he declined earlier this
year.
Johnson also stated that a replacement had not yet been named for
Snyder in the post of Chief Psychiatrist, but that he expected to make
that announcement shortly.
The exact manner in which these
two new appointments will fit into
the administration's formal structure
has not yet been finalized, though it
is known that Nyhart will report to
Snyder, who in turn, is directly responsible to Johnson and Wiesner. In
addition, Synder informed The Tech
that he would become a member of
the Academic Council.

Student conditions improve
markedly under Wadleigh
(continuedfrom front)
were no tutors in the fraternities.
And facilities in the dormitories were
sparse.
University philosophy
Acting on these problems required a definition of the philosophy
which forms the basis of a residential
university. In particular, Wadleigh argued for a movement away from the
"in loco parentis" tradition to avoid
"mothering" the students. His efforts
and those of his staff were "sincerely
directed to providing the back-up for
student. initiative."
Wadleigh refused to construct a
list of the "milestones" marking the
lnstitute's past nine years of development. Rather, he stressed the evolutionary character of events, as MIT
reacted to changing times and a
changing nation.
Gradually, the breadth of the
Dean's responsibility became an increasingly difficult load for one man.
,I

·

"We have an unusual situation here,"
Wadleigh conceded. "For instance,
Hantard has a Dean of Student and a
Dean of the College, while the Dean
of Student Affairs at MIT had to
work with both graduates and undergraduates."
Retirement
Wadleigh first spoke with Johnson
about retirement four years ago.
"Time passes on, and it always helps
to bring in new blood. Besides, I was
getting a little older." Four or five
months ago, Wadleigh decided this
would be his last year.
Wadleigh did not specify the duties of his new role as Institute
Vice-President. "There are many senior administrative jobs that need to
be done," jobs outside the portfolios
of the other officers. "A lot depends
on the preferences of other administrative people. It will be an openended job. I'll be acting as a right-hand
man."
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Seating arrangement for faculty meeting
The 'balcony' portion of Kresge Auditorium will be reserved for non-Faculty observers at today's
special Faculty Meeting on the status of R.O.T.C. Additional visitors will be able to listen to the
proceedings in the Little Theater. The meeting will begin at 3:15, with the doors opening at 3:00. No
one will be allowed in the isles. As in the past, students wishing to speak will have recieved permission
in advance.
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Staff for this special issue of The Tech: Steve Carhart, Reid Ashe,
Bruce Weinberg, Bob Dennis, Karen Wattel, Mike Bromberg, Bob
Young, Vicki Haliburton, Joe Kashi, Alex Makowski, Al
Goldberg, John Jurewicz, Gall Thurmond. Special thanks to Steve
Terry of LSC, printer.

*new staffers are harder to find than new deans...
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Lightweights second in' EARC sprints
Tennis
CG.
*~Z~n~ipti~~~~fa~~
~Photo
by Gary DeBardi
Fifth
in
New Englands
220
yard
dash-T-22.2
sec
1.
CG;
2.
CG;
John Wargo '70 unleashes javelin in Saturday's meet against Coast
3.
L.
Kelly-M.
Lacrosse
Guard. Wargo failed to place as Coast Guard swept by the engineers
440 yard dash-T49.9 sec. 1. L. KellyMIT 9-UNH 4
by a 10549 count.
M; 2. CG; 3. CG.
100 yard dash-T-10.2 sec. 1. CG; 2.
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F~ulcy okays campuS ROTC General Assemblyquestions

Fuinboard budgeting policies

By Duff McRoberts
ROTC will remain on the MIT

nPhoto by Gary DeBtardi

Prof. Sheldon Penman (VII) delivers a caustic attack on the CEP pro-

posal, faulting its hasty preparation and lack of supporting evidence.

Pounds commission reviews
opinions of noted scientists
By Larry Klein

policies before the next meeting.
There was unanimity of feeling
on a motion concerning voluntary
commons. A resolution recommending "that the MIT Administration undertake a prompt and comprehensive study with the aim of
introducing a voluntary commons
system, if at all practical" was
passed unanimously.
One member, however, objected to the alacrity with which the
Assembly approved the measure.
"Many of us have absolutely no
connection with this problem," he
cited, yet the tVote was preceded
by almost no discussion.
Amendments
As for constitutional reform,
debate centered on three important amendments. First was a
change calling for General
Assembly meetings every two
weeks. Judging that sufficent matters arise to warrant more frequent sessions, the delegates approved the rewriting.
An amendment shifting the
Assembly delegate election to
September was voted down.
Albert suggested that the change
might avoid the sort of "lame
duck" atmosphere surrounding
the late spring sessions. The consensus, though, was that moving
the elections back might impair
the effectiveness of work done
over the summer, or result in the

campus, but all changes proposed
for the program will receive further consideration, the Faculty
decided Wednesday.
Prof. William B. Watson's
(XXi) motion to abolish ROTC
failed by an overwhelming margin
in a rising vote.
The other proposals and
amendments thereto will be considered by the Faculty next Wednesday. Three other resolutions
had been offered. (See The Tech
Tuesday, May 13.) The Rohsenow-Baumann proposal would establish a committee to review all
aspects of ROTC; the Segal proposal would deny academic credit
to ROTC and form a review committee; and the motion of the
Committee on Educational Policy,
which lists five objectives, would
also establish a review committee.
Frisch, Rosenblith amendments
Prof. Walter Rosenblith, Chairman of the Faculty, and Prof.
David Frisch (VIII), offered
amendments to the CEP proposal.
Rosenblith suggested that the CEP
motion simply mention progress
toward objectives as a goal instead
of charging the committee with
specific objectives. Frisch, along
with Professors Louis S. Osborne
and Irwin A. Pless (VIII), offered
a proposal "incorporating the best
(Please turn to page 3]
features" of those by the CEP andSegal. Frisch suggested that the
objectives listed by the CEP be
called possible alterations for the
purpose of charging the committee and' that the full range of all
possible changes be considered.
Positions explained
Shortly after the meeting
began, the statements explaining
each of the four proposals were
made. Prof. Irving Segal (XVIII),
proposing the abolition of academic credit for ROTC, alleged
that academic integrity is now
being violated. in advocating the
total removal of ROTC from the
campus, Watson asked, "Can the
university allow its facilities to be
used by an external agency.for a
purpose extraneous to the function of the university?"
Prof. Warren M. Rohsenow
I_
r~Bls~lB~L~
e, A..Z;~:kI,
, I,
(II), urging that ROTC be re
Photo
bya CraigDavis
tained, proposed the establishUAP
Mike
Albert
(left,
seated)
displays
informal
style
in running
ment of a permanent ROTC cornm-

erous individuals, and consulted
officials in Washington.
The Review Panel appointed
The Panel has questioned a
by President Howard Johnson to wide range-of individuals, incluinvestigate MIT's special labs is ding Senator J. William Fulbright,
hard at work.
Chairman of the Senate Foreign
Chaired by Professor William Relations Committee; Dr. George
Pounds, Dean of the Sloan School Kistiakowski, former Presidential
of Management, the Panel has science advisor; Professor Albert
been meeting seven days a week. Hill, Chairman ""of the Physics
Sessions have lasted as long as Council and former director of
nine hours.
Lincoln Lab; Dr. Vannevar Bush,
For the last three weeks the honorary Chairman of the MIT
committee has devoted itself to Corporation; and members of
"collecting information-ethical, SACC. These men have coame bepolitical, moral ...." Pounds ex- fore the commission both at the
plained in an interview with The Panel's request and by their own
Tech. The committee visited the petition.
Lincoln and Instrumentation LabNext
oratories, held an open session in
The current stage of the com9-150 to elicit- opinions from the mittee's endeavours is giving way
MIT community, read numerous to a more difficult and crucial
position papers, talked with num- phase. May 31 is the deadline for
the Panel's first report; it must
begin to consider its newlygained information and form an
opinion.
Pounds is now posing to his
committee the question of what
the body is to say in its May
"The Old, the New, and the report. Although the committee is
Correct" will be the issue when not yet prepared to come to any
Milton Friedman meets Paul conclusions, it is trying to formu(Pleaseturn to page 3)
Samuelson in a Kresge debate late "positive" concept-opinions.
next Thursday.
Finally
Friedman, a renowned econoThe Panel's immediate task is
mist from the University of Chi- clear. It must make value judgecago, will defend the traditional ments based on its findifigsfree enterprise approach to econo- findings gathered from proceedBy Peter Peckarsky
mics while MIT's Samuelson will ings and reports which now stack
Special to The Tech
argue for the "new" or Keynesian eight inches high. The Panel must
WASHINGTON (May 14) - In
approach. The debate is one that consider personal and contractual testimony given today on Capitol
has been waged by the two on obligations, educational and poli- Hill before the Subcommittee on
many campuses.
tical priorities, and then offer its International Organization and
Professor Charles Kindleberger, reccomendations.
Disarmament Affairs of the SeDepartment of Economics, will
The Panel's future endeavours nate Foreign Affairs Committee,
open the debate with a short are less clear. Its final report will Prof. Jerome B. Wiesner, Provost
introduction. Then the first be handed to President Johnson in of MIT, said he doubted that the
speaker will be allowed 15 min- October; from then on Pounds computer hardware and software,
utes, followed by a -20 minute cannot 'say with assurance what which are at the heart of the
rebuttal. The initial speaker then will happen.
Safeguard Anti-Ballistic Missile
-=---r aK
e~ -_
returns for five additional minutes
i(ABM) system, could be produced
before the discussion is opened Open hearings for the-new Lewis Iwith sufficient reliability to make
for questions from the audience. Commission begin today at 1:30 the
26-100. The administration is I system operationally effective.
Tickets will be distributed two in
In addition, he asserted that
looking for ideas from interested
per MIT activity ticket Monday individuals
even
if the hardware were availand groups. A similar
morning at 9am in the Lobby of forum will be held next Friday. Eable, program "debugging" would
Building 10.
tbe-a hit and miss affair since "it is

Friedman debates
economic theory
with Samuelson

By Alex Makowski
Finboard's policy of underwriting big weekends at MIT came
under sharp attack by Execomm
member Owen Franken and others as Tuesday's General Assembly
meeting avoided'such issues as
ROTC and war-related research to
center on issues more closely connected with student life.
Bogged down for most of the
night discussing constitutional amendments, the Assembly representatives were too exhausted to
respond to Mike Albert's call for
debate on ROTC before the next
day's faculty meeting. The only
answer he elicited was a move to
table the motion.
The $3,500 loss from Spring
Weekend and the $35,000 budgeted for next fall's Junior Prom
moved Franken to demand some
positive show of support before
the student government backed
another weekend. Although his
suggestion of a series of concerts
was ignored, others agreed that a
serious review of entertainment
funding-is necessary.
Albert asked that the example
of weekend financing not cloud
the broader issue of Finboard's
$100,000 budget. There is a real
need, he argued, to consider how
this money is alloted. Although
vague about details, the UAP promised a committee would be
formed to investigate budgeting

I.

Tuesday's General Assembly meeting. Karen Wattel '70 sits at right.

Wiesner testifies against ABM
possible to show mathematically to greatly enhance our security by
that no such theory (for computer halting the aims race."
program correction) can be con1"I believe that the Safeguard
structed."
ABM system is a prime example
Wiesner and Dr. Edward Teller, of a weapon system that will at
father-of the H-bomb, offered best do very little good, most
conflicting views on the merits of likely accelerate the arms race and
the proposed Safeguard system in either way, waste large sums of
an often heated debate which was, money."
in the words bf Subcommittee
After Wiesner concluded with a
technical
discussion of the SafeChairman Sen. Albert Gore (DTenn.), the "kind of discussion guard radars and related matters,
which could occur in no other Sen Clifford Case (R-N.J.) asked
country on earth."
for an explanation of the way in
Wiesner first
which a Safeguard deployment
Wiesner, leading off under the would escalate the arms race. Durglare of the television lights, ing the course of Wiesner's anssketched his long and extensive wer, Case's eyes widened while
involvement with US defense pro- Wiesner explained the ease with
(Pleaseturn to page 2)
blems. He opined, "it is possible
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Wiesner,
la
(continuedfrom page 1)
which the system could be expanded into a heavy ABM popula*tiondefense.
Gore then queried: "How does
all this add to our security?" "I
don't think it does, sir," was
Wiesner's reply.
Teller testimony
After preliminary remarks, Tel,'ler said that he had prepared a
statement and would stand by it.
,'In the interests of expediency, he
explained however, he wished to
'foregb reading it in favor of commenting 'immediately on Wiesner's
remarks. Gore indicated he would
b'e amenable to Teller's suggestion.
- At this point, Foreign Rela: tions Committee Chairman Sen. J.
William Fulbright (D-Ark.), wear- ig. sunglasses and sitting to Gore's
imnfediate left, muttered in an
:.aside to Gore that "you can't do
t:hat since we -can't question him
(Teller) if we don't hear his state'ent." Gore tried to obtain a
consensus. Sen. Thomas Dodd
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Teller debate ABM in Senate hearing
(D-Conn.) mumbled a few words
in the general direction of 'the
floor as Sen. John Sherman Cooper (R-Ky.) said he felt Teller could
do as he pleased. the discussion
continued for a short time until
Sen. Stuart Symington (D-Mo.)
grabbed a microphone and said,
"Dr. Teller, will vou please read
your statement?" Teller agreed only under the condition that he be
allowed to comment on Wiesner's
testimony and on his own immediately after finishing his position
paper.
Favors Safeguard
The ma4in thrust of Teller's
testimony was that "we do not
know whether defense or additional offensive force will be
cheaper and more effective" and
hence the US should invest money
in research and development, and
a limited deployment in order to
gain insight into cost-exchange ratios between offense and defense.
This would help us design better
penetration aids for our own mnissiles. Also this limited "research

and development" deployment Teller stated that any attempt to the ABM is 5347 in favor of the
would enable us to negotiate from -quantize the trade-offs between deployment when the matter
a position of strength and know- offense and defense would be a comes to a vote. Informed sources
ledge in the upcoming SALT I mere guess. Later, when iFul- opposed to the deployment say
(Strategic Arms Limitation Talks) I bright, in his imperturbable man- that the vote stands at 50 optalks with the Soviet Union.
ner, pressed Teller on the issue, posed, five leaning against, four
Teller argues that by not de- Teller responded quite positively leaning for, and 41 definitely in
ploying the Safeguard system, the that the current cost-exchange ra- favor of the Safeguard system. It
US would be buying "assured tio is 3:1 in favor of the offense. remains to be seen, when the vote
ignorance." Assured ignorance, ac- In 1959, Teller said the ratio was is taken in the middle of next
cording to Teller, is "what we are 30:1 also in favor of the offense. month, what effect today's hearVote estimate
going to have if we don't deploy I
ing will have on the final decision
since we won't know how to
The current count being circu- in the Senate.
penetrate the Soviet ABM or how lated on the Hill by proponents of
to negotiate with the Russians."
He stated that such an imbalance
in knowledge may be more dangerous than an imbalance in po- I
wer.
Teller testified that he felt the
current ABM debate was being
By Harvey Baker
Extensive renovation of Stuhindered by excessive secrecy on
"It's just so exciting. I'm really dent House is included in the plan
the part of the American govern- looking forward. to it. We'/e' for coed living. It is hoped that
ment and the resulting informa- worked so hard and now we may the House will be-able to guarantion gap. He therefore asked that really get it."
tee any prospective girl the pri"our rules of secrecy should be
With these words, an MIT vacy and study conditions she
rediscussed and made more li- coed summed "it" up. What is desires as well as the opportunity
beral."
"it"? Coed living, in MIT's Stu- for living'in a small, tightly-knit
At one point in his testimony, dent House.
group of students.
Student House President David
Because Student House is not
L. McIlwain '70 has announced officially listed as a boarding
that pending the approval of the house, as are MIT's fraternities, it
house's Alumni Board, work on is not bound by the regulations
the project will begin. It is hoped prohibiting coeducational living.
that the girls, all MIT coeds, will Rather, it is a charitable organizatake up residence this September. tion and has prepared an extensive
The criteria for admission to legal base for its action, which
Student House will be the same included researching precedents
for the girls as for Techmen living and discussions with Institute lawthere. Applicants will need to yer Bob Sullivan.
show demonstrable evidence' of
It is reported that consultafinancial need and a record tions have also been held with
worthy of this opportunity.
Deans Kenneth Wadleigh and
Several coeds have already'de. Richard Sorenson and Institute
clared their intention to look into Psychiatrist Benson Snyder, who
the possibilities of Student House have indicated at least their temliving. One, Jan Dubinsky '72, has porary approval and have agreed
already indicated that given the to assist in mailings to Class of '73
opportunity, she will move.
freshman girls.

e

Student House to go coed;
girls to. mnove in this fall
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Land shortage cuts expansion
By Joseph Kashi
MIT's projected growth
will be limited by the scarcity of unused land already
owned by MIT and by the
opposition of the city of
Cambridge to any further
off-campus expansion' of the
Institute.
During a talk on MIT's
projected growth Monday
night, Robert Simha, of the
MIT Planning Office, stated
that the Institute has no
plans to build past Vassar
Street. However, there is the
possibility that some of the
factories may be demolished
eventually to make room for
new academic facilities.
In addition, the Institute
is considering the possibility
of razing the buildings behind 100 Memorial Drive between Ames Street and
Kendall Square. The area is
presently occupied by a
number of small spin-off
companies. MIT owns a large
portion of this land, though
not all of it. Simha said
that there are no plans to
utilize land on the Wellesley

!
Next year will see the beginning of work on the new EE-RLE building.

campus, but that any initiative would depend very
heavily upon future relations
between the two schools.
Plans are being made to
build a headquarters for the
Physics Department on the
site of the present Building
20 after it is demolished.
The building currently houses
the Research Laboratory of

Electronics (RLE) and parts
of the Physics Department.
RLE will'share space with
the Department of Electrical I I
Engineering in the new EE
building wliich will be erected along Vassar Street between the Computation Center and the planned Physics
.building.
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Vietnam and
*WAorldTreedom...

Is there a connection?
IN PRAGUE
a connection between all of
The Soviet Army marches in, these developments. The places
students defy Soviet tanks, but are different, the circumstances
censorship and thought control vary, but the phenomenon of
totalitarian aggression against
are reimposed.
freedom is the same.
IN MOSCOW
The Vietnam war has been
Sinyafsky and Daniel and widely misunderstood because
thousands of Russian intellec- of, the tendency to
it in
tuals are sent to Siberian labor isolation. This war view
assumes a
camps or committed to asy- clear and compelling signifilums by a regime that seeks to cance, however, when it is
stifle all voices of dissent.
viewed in its global context
FROM CHINA
when it is seen as an integral
The Red Chinese Army con- part of a world-wide struggle
quers Tibet,practices genocide, by the forces of total tyranny
and then is launched on an un- against the human mind and
provoked attack against India. the free spirit of man.
Over the coming critical
ON THE AMERICAN
months
of the Paris peace
CAMPUSES
talks,
some
of those who opExtremists man-handle profes- pose our Vietnam
commitment
sors, burn libraries, seize and will do everything
in their
vandalize buildings, and create power to
compel
the
Adminisa climate of intolerance and tration to scuttle and run so
anti-intellectual terror.
that the Communists can take
IN VIETNAM
over there. This imposes a duty
Thousands of teachers and on all of us, liberal and concivic leaders are murdered by servative, who are committed
the Viet Cong while a strug- to an honorable peace, to make
gling underdeveloped country, our voices heard.
seeking to improve the quality
If you believe as we do, and
of life, finds itself under as- if you want to do something
sault by an ideology that about it, either as an individual
would deny freedom to all men. or as a leader of a student orIt is our belief that there-is ganization, please write to

STUDENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
FOR FREEDOM IN '
VIETNAM AND SOUTHEAST ASIA
P.O. Box 1451, Main Post Office
Washington, D.C. 20013
i
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elayed Frisch
_c- amendment

talled second ROTG
I

0

Following the meeting, Chairman of the Faculty Walter Rosenblith informed The Tech that the
amendment offered by Prof.
Frisch had been formulated Tuesday. Although Frisch and the
two other professors who had
collaborated with him met with
the Committee on Educational
Policy ROTC subcommittee late
Wednesday afternoon, the late
appearance of the Frisch amendment precluded any reconciliation.
When queried concerning the
reason for the lack of coordination between the CEP and Professor Irving Segal's group, Rosenblith stated that Segal had been
invited to attend CEP deliberations but chose not to do so. He
added that he considered the issue
of security policy, of cadets to be
significant. Also present at the
meeting was J. Mice O'Connor,
who took Sanctuary at MIT last
fall. He stated that he knew of
some RROTC cadets from Northeastern who worked at the Army
Security Agency at Fort Devens,
an organization which requires
security clearance for all who
work with it.
___
_
I

-election of too many seniors.
Finally, the delegates moved to
what promises to be a longunresolved issue: -at-large delegates. Albert insisted that to'give
any extra student a vote was to
upset the fair spread of representatives provided in the constitution. He sanctioned the "official"
status the title "at-large member"
would confer, but asked that it
not confer voting privileges.
The proposed amendment contained a complicated process describing the action the Assembly
would take to decide by a twothirds vote if the interest group
represented by a petitioner warranted a voting representative. After some voiced fears that a- pressure gro'p would "pack" the
Assembly and others descrbied the
-measure as poorly worded, and
the motion was tabled.
Bachelor of Arts
Other committee reports followed. Jim -Smith asked, and received, support for his mlotion
that "this body recommends the
establishment of a Bachelor or
Arts degree at MIT with an alternative set of requirements keyed
to individualize education and cre-

SPRING Concert 1969
MIT Concert Band
May 17, 8:30 pm
Kresge Auditorium

Dahzel w

Tickcets free in Building 10
$1.00 at the doow
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ballot~JJembly
(continuedfrom page 1}

(continuedfrom page 1J

ittee while indicating a willingess to writhrLTaw his motion in
vor of the one by the CEP. The
ust of the CEP rsport itself said
t ROTC should coptinue to be
sponsive to the Faculty in acrdance with the CEP's file
idelines.
Procedural diffilculties
Following the discussion hy
of. James M. Austin(XIX) of
ctual aspects of the ROTRC proars, the discussion gradually
uuned to the question of how -the
aculty would consider the numus issues before it. President
ohnson asked if the Faculty
ished to vote on substantive
sues before the meeting's end; a
ng vote revealed that it did.
hortly thereafter, the Watson
oposal was defeated. The lateess of the hour and the introuction of the amendments to the
riginal proposals forced the postonement of further-discussion
nd voting. President Johnson reuested thit- the sponsors of the
emaining proposals and the
mendments hold consultations in
Arder
to clarify their positions.
Adjournment followed shortly.
Ir
___
__
r
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ativity." The studenlt-faculty committee he represents will ask that
every department be allowed to
offer a BA. degree with loosely
structured requirements.
Student computer time
A representative of the Student
Information Processing Board descri'ed a plan to encourage the
freer access of undergraduates to
Institute computers. Having approached the provost's- office,
they feel they will be budgeted
sufficent Institute funds for a test

of their concept next year. The
proposal is to permit students to
request computer time for-work
related to anything from homework problems to special research.
Construction of more lounge
space was described by SCE Head
Dick Evans. Pointing to the irminent vacating of many chemistry offices and labs in Building 2,
he described as 95% the chances
that this new space could be
redesigned into a student-faculty
lounge area.

Donovan wins Shultzprize
for excellence in teaching

Awards for tids year's previously established prizes for excellent
teaching in Electrical Engineering
have also been announced. They
go to:
Louis Braida, who in 6.37 has
"eagerly given of his time to teach
1ng.
The $1,000 award, to be given and assist students in their work."
Fred Centanni,ifor 6.02 and
annually to in assistant professor,
was created by a-grant from Baird- 6.06, where "he...was truly concerned about how much was being
Atormic, Inc.
Professor Louis D. Smullin, learned by each student."
John Coffman, for "outstandHead of the Electrical Engineerinlg
ing
work in the organization and
Department, cited Donovan for
"inspiring and effective teaching" teaching of 6.47."
Paul Demko, for "always strivin 6.251, "the large amount of
time he makes available for stu- ing for a clear, complete presentadent conferences each week," and tion" of 6.712.
Alan Hayes, for 6.71 1, where
a good job in the "organitation of
an exciting project subject" for '"whenever a student or fellow
the development of new computer teaching assistant had any probOverseas software. Donovan has also organ- lem concerning the lab, [he]
ized groups of graduate students made it his problem."
Delivery
of Course for teaching at Lowell Institute,
Stuart Madnick, for "6.251
where he gave of himself in a real
and
Professor
Smullin
mentioned
MOTOR SALES
Rte. 1, Dedham that some of Donovan's lectures way to make this subject run
(Dedham Plaza) have been recorded for use at smoothly.."
329-1100
I Rolf Nevald, a visiting assistant
Texas A&M.
professor from Denmarrk, who,
Smullin said, had been the object
of "'unsolicited student praise."
The above include five awards
For Sale, 1967 Fiat 11OOR 4 door sponsored by Supervisors
sedan, r&h, 26 mpg. Excellent Investors Services and two C.E.
econon- car. $800, call 275-0988 Tucker awards.
The Department of Electrical
Engineering has selected Assistant
Professor John J. Donovan as the
first recipient of the David
Schultz Award, a newly established prize for excellence in teach-
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For charter, May 24-June 20 (4
xvpekq) at very low rate: Princess
Moon, 34 foot sloop. Sleeps 5 in
tuvc cabins. Fully equipped, inc.
electronic gear. Experienced sailors
only. Brighton, 782-9012.

MIT PLAYERS
A TASTE OFHONEY
opens Thursday, May 15
continues May 16-17, 23-25
Kresge Little Theater
8:30, except May 25, 7:00

Lost, sitting in McCOrmack gym on
Fri., May 2, a round black sitting
cushion. Contact D. Nelson
KE6-1300 or X3616.
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for noew businesses

$5 with option
without option: limited number available for $10
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We are looking for graduate students who have sound
ideas for new products or services a3 well as the capabilities to head up as principals new organizations to
see the projects culminated.
Reply only in writing, submitting detail plans. Do not
include confidential information.

fI

all books (faculty, students, admistration)
must be picked up
-None will be delivered!
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obus9 inc.
-25 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10004
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Two -new- deans

Letter

The appointments of Dr. Benson Snyder and Professor J. Daniel
Nyhart as Dean for Institute Relations and Dean for Student Affairs
represent an excellerit step towards solving many, of what we believe
Project CAM
to be the most pressing problems faced by the Institute today.
To the Editor:
I believe the controversy surrondAs we have stated in these columns before, we believe that
ing
American universities in general, and the Institute in particular, are in i the CAM proposal goes to the core
both the question of the function of
the process of redefining both their role in society and their internal of
university research and that of acamaans of coping with that role. During this period, it will be demic freedom. I believe that academic
absolutely essential to promote to the fullest extent the propagation research ought to be characterized by
of ideas and concern on a number of issues within the community. the fact that the questions it asks, the
Recently, most of the administrative action associated with this open problems it aims to attack, are
of motivation for
ever-growing task has fallen to Dean Kenneth Wadleigh. The manner the principal sources
the researcher. The fact that some
in which the various functions of his office have been separated and component of the real world may find
expanded by the appointment of two successors reflects the realiza- the fruits of the research useful car,
tion both that this task is too large for one man, and that it is one of serve enormously as a stimulantespecially in the search for open probgreat'concern to the Institute as awhole.
We hope that the new titles reflect a' determination to face two lems-but finally the question itself
and the idea proposed to answer it
very significant problems: the need to bridge the gaps which separate must drive the researcher to wherever
the various 'estates' of the Institute, and the need to further recognize it may lead. I think it follows from
and promote the interests of the students.
that view of academic research that a
We are particularly pleased with Snyder's appointment. He research proposal addressed to a fundprobably understands the overall educational atmosphere of the ing source ought to clearly state the
questions to be asked, the problems to
Institute as well as any other person we can name, by virtue of his be attacked, but that it ought not to
past work. It is becoming increasingly clear that the problems of the imply that the research will solve the
Institute must'be approached in a more comprehensive nanner than agency's problems.
The CAM proposal begins by outin the past. Nyhart, despite his relative inexperience in matters related
enormity of what are perlining
to his new post, has shown a number of signs which give us reason to ceived the
to be social science problems
be optimistic about his performance.
faced by, as it happens, the DepartIt should be noted that, although we were- disappointed with ment of Defense. It goes on to propose
some of the details of the process by which input on these that certain work be done and' strongly
appointments was sought, on the whole the procedure used is a vast suggests that even intermediate results
soon proe useful to the sponsor. I
improvement over previous practice. We trust that it will be expanded will
-suggest that this is a fundamentally
and improved in future appointments.
wrong approach even if the sponsor
We wish the new deans the best of luck in their challenging new were the Salvation Army or'the United
posts. They may rest assured of our continuing interest and Jewish Appeal.
Why is it wrong? One of our colconstructive criticism as the Institute tackles the problems before it.

leagues argues that much research in
behavioral science is dangerous and
ought to be forbidden. He perceives
the danger of such behavioral science
research to lie in -that it will lead to
MAY 16, 1969 techniques for manipulating people as,
VOL. LXXXIX, NO. 25
in effect, abstract objects. I believe
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
that the fundamental ethos of science
... ...... Greg Arenson'70 is that ail phenomena are lawful, and,
. . .. . .. ...
..
Chairman ...
Carlihrt -70 in principle, capable of being underEditor . .Steve
. Julian James '70 .stood. To believe otherwise, is to beBusiness Manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
in magic. To believe that is
Managing Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Reid Ashe '70 lieve
prohibitively dangerous to come to
Editorial Associates . . . . . . Carson Agnew'70, Robert Dennis '70 understand some aspects of the real
Production Manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Bruce Weinberg '71 world is paradoxical, for how can that
Randy Hawthorne '71, Carliss Baldwin '72 judgment be made if those aspects are
Night Editors . .....
...... Greg Bernhardt '71, Jay Kunin '71 not already understood? What is, howNews Editors ......
of
Karen Wattel '70 ever, true is that the application
"
Features Editor
partial understanding. can be dangerRay Kwasnick '71 ous. For example, I would certainly
........
........
Sports Editor
Steve Grant '70 support fundamental research in the
. . ......
Entertainment Editor ..........
Photography Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-. . .Craig Davis '71 physical chemistry of pesticides. But to
that results of that research
. . . Dave DeWitte '69 advocate
Advertising Editor .............
b e applied in agriculture in the absence
George Flynn '69, Tony Lima '69 of. a concomitant understanding of
Editorial Consultants ............
Tom Thomnas '69, Mickey Warren '69 relevant ecological principleg.would be,
Steve Kinney '70, George Wood '70 to say the least, irresponsible. In my
Ron Cline '70i Jeff Gale '70 view, some of the work proposed by
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
the CAM 'project is-of crucial importance to social science in that it offers
:71
.Bob
Young
.
......
;
.....-..
Managers
Production
Associate
. Vicki Haliburton '72 an opportunity to turn that field away
Joe Kashi '72, Alex Makowski 72 from its almost pathological fascinaAssociate News Editors .........-..
Pete Lindner '71, Charlie Mann'72 tion with data toward theory permitAssociate Features Editors ..........
Associate Sports Editors . . . . . . . . George Novosielski '71, Don Arkin '72 ting strong inference and crucial exper.Bob Fourer '72 im.ent. However, the fundamental
......
Associate Entertainment Editor . . .: . ......
understanding of behavioral processes
Deai'7
....
Associate Photography Editor . ....
.
. . . . .. . Steve Bailey '72 toward which such work is aimed is, I
Associate Advertising Editor . ..........
Controller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stan Gilbert '71 would think even the most audacious
.. . . . .. Doug Coonley '72 social scientist would agree, very very
Accounts Receivable . .. . . .. . .. . ...
Accounts Payable . . . . . . . . . ...............
. . . . . . . . . . Pete White '72 far away. It.is, therefore, wrong to
Circulation Manager ......................
. Ed Markowitz '70 suggest to any sponsor, however
Typographer ......
. .......
... ........
.Mike Bromberg '70 benign, that it is'even remotely related
to his current, or near term, mission.
Let me give another example. Sup'70,
Patton
Dave
ProductionStaff . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .Al Goldberg '69,
Ray Azzi '72, Mark Linsky '72, pose I have a computer program that
Sandy Wiener '72 gives the appearance of imitating the
Night Staf . . . .. . .. . . . . . .I. . . .. . . . . . Becky Donnellan '72, conversation of a psychiatrist. I might
George Flint '72, Ron Francis'72, propose that the National Institute of
Jay Pollack '72, Gail Thurmond '72 Mental Health should support further
News Staff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Tom Pipal '71, JohnJutewicz '71, exploration of its basic ideas. I may
HarveyBaker '72, Dave deBronkart '72, suggest that, in the very long term, my
Lary Klein '72,Duff McRoberts '72 research may yield insights into
Bill Roberts '72 psychotherapeutic processes, but I
SportsStaff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pete Peckarsky '68,Jeff Goodman '70, would have to characterize this vision
- John Light '70, BillMichels '70, as enormously speculative. It would,
DaveMcComb '70, Steve Sondheimer '70, however, be fraudulent to make a
Bil Mammen '71, Jay Zager'71, similar proposal to, say, the Veterans
Ron Hollander'72 Administration, and to assert that that
EntertainmentStaff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bob McCall '71, Bob Gross '71, agency should support it on the basis
Steve Shladover '72 of its current psychotherapeutic misTerry Bone '69,LiLiang '70, sion.
.....
. .
PhotographyStaff . .......
I hope it is evident from what I
Steve Loeb '70, Mike Venturino '70,
BradWilliamson '70,HamietKang'71, have said above that any comments I
DaveSimansky '71, Bill Swedish '71, make about the part of the proposal
JonBorschow '72,DaveDavis '72, that attempts to justify it to the DoD
DaveFh '72,Bob Mayer '72, are not merely editorial M-nature. That
Resker'72,Steve Sainders'72 preamble leads to one of two interpe
Greg
*

,

to
tations. Either the understanding of
behavioral processes to which this
in
suffiwork aspires can-be achieved
cient fullness and sufficently soon to
permit its;responsible application to
problems faced by a Department of
Defense, constituted approximately as
is the present one, or that that part of
the proposal alluding to the sponsor's
domain is a mere marketing device and
belief in the first of these two possibilities could be characterized only as a
delusion. Resort to the second demeans behavioral science and the good
name of the Institute.
I have been told that -the Department of Defense demands from an
applicant for research support a statement indicating the relationship between the proposed research and the
DoD mission. I do not believe that the
CAM project relates, or ought to be
seen as relating, to any near-term,
foreseeable mission of the DoD. It may
be argued, however, that some paragraph of the kind just. mentioned,
irrespective of its truth, must and
therefore should be included if funds
are to be granted. Such an argument
would be one for precisely the kind of
corruption that I believe to be at the
base of the convulsions currently tearing our world apart. Would it not be
better to tell the prospective sponsor
that it is proposed to do fundamental
research that will increase our knowledge of our condition in the world,,
and that such knowledge ultimately
serves the highest aims of the sponsoring agency?
A more general issue lurks here as
well; this is whether support for social
science research ought ever to be solicited from a policy-making agency. The
argument that the application of incompletely understood results may be
dangerous, especially when men under
enormous pressure may be subjected to
almost unbearable temptations to use
such results, leads me to the conclusion
that social science research should be
supported entirely on a grant, not a
contract, basis.
I've already said that, in my view,
parts of the proposal are o f potentially
curcial important to behavioral science.
Other parts are, to say the least,
considerably less interesting. There is
one dangerous part that (I am told) can
however be eliminated. This is that the
DoD itself, through ARPA, will have
access to the data and programs in the
proposed computer system in the same
way but not under the same limitations
-as other scholars. Let me, because it is
'important, make clear what I mean by
limitations. I suggest that if scholars at,
say, the University of Chicago, or
Stanford University, are given access to
my programs, and they apply these
programs to their own data, then the
normal mores of the academic community are in force. I may, for
example, ask them their purpose and
request to see intermediate results.
They will, assuming I am competent to
give it, consider my citicism. On the
other hand, an individual working in
the DoD, however well trained and of
whatever goodwill, is working outside
the academic milieu and not subject to
its mores. He may wish, for example,

I7;

to apply my results to problems in hei
real world when I might consider such
application to be dangerously prema.
ture. It may be argued that technical
means ae provided to enable me to
prevent him from accessing my work at
all, but I cannot be sure that a program
I have given him for one purpose may
not be used for another. Also, while it
is /aid that the fries will contain "no
data on identifiable individuals, and no
data to which access would have to be
restricted in the interest of propriety
or privacy," no indication is given as to
what rules there are to determine this
"interest" or who is to admhnister such
nules.
This statement reveals how precious
little we have thought about the problem of privacy in a computer environment. We have attended to a number
of issues revolving about privacy of
individuals. But, essentially, no
thought has yet been given to the
problem of protecting the rights of
groups. No matter what the urgency to
keep current projects going, we ought
not to hastily rush into such perilous,
uncharted waters. The precedent set by
the creation ofany information base to
be shared by the academic community
and, of all people, the DoD, is one that
ought not to be established so casually- it is-certainly one in which the
community itself should have a strong
voice.
I would, in service to the principle
of academic freedom, urge that we
establish no tribunal, however constituted, that is empowered to force the
withdrawal of this or any proposal to
do unclassified research. I think the
proposal is in part good, in part trivial,
and in -part dangerous. I think the
community is entitled to make deter.
minations for that part of it that sets
community-wide precedents. But for
the rest of it, it can only exercise the
kind of persuasive and intellectual
force that it has accumulated by virtue
of being a community. It is precisely a
hard case like the present one that tests
our devotion to the principle of aca.
demic freedom.
In other times these issues would
have been considered private to the
small circle of academics immediately
involved in the proposal. But times are
changing and it is demanded of all of
us to become sensitive to larger constituencies and value systems. Even if we
believe other members of our commun.
ity to be wrong, we must, nevertheless,
recognize the reality of their feelings
and, one way or another, adjust otu
conduct accordingly.
In this instance, I would urge the
community to persuade the proposers
to consider their proposal to fall within
the spirit-not the letter-of the Institute-wide moratorium on taking new
classifed contracts from the Do]). They
should take the time to rewrite the
proposal in terms of scholarly work to
be done-not agencies to be served.
Finally, those of us who believe, as I
do, that there is important work to be
done in the area here being considered
should ernestly attempt to persuade
the opponents of such work of its
merit and ultimate social usefulness.
Joseph Weizenbaum
Assoc. Prof. of EE & Pol. Sci.
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By Greg Bernhardt
to group.
Department heads were generally
%' '"~
¢' ~.Widespread discussion and particivery
pleased with the program. The
LI
pation marked the experimental
Department
of Earth and Planetary
~.~-~ _
, ~d Agenda Days program.
L Sciences said that "almost every fac~ ',?:':]t
;Initial
reaction of several Agenda
iX[~l~~~ ~l~
.... " . ~
AS Committee members and the depart- ulty member" as well as a "great
.~~
~
~:~.~Mf Smental discussion group leaders indi- number of students-both graduate and
'~i' /
.Fv~i
2
,.£
cated that the program was a success. undergraduate" attended the discusi~
fa aChecks
i ~if
..
i3'
with the departments sion groups. The department plans to
~ ~;~
:~~!l
/
~fi21d~ showed that participation was high in meet in a similar fashion again.
Professor John Ross, Head of the
"
i
., l
/
|
,/ the discussions held Wednesday afterDepartment
of Chemistry, reported
v art f'.-.5~~
~noon. The most active was the Departthat
between
150 to 200 people at"tS' :t~·sil~i/;IE'~
ment of Physics which drew over 600
tended
his
department's
discussion
K A ~ ~people
;~t11 X ~
to the preliminary discussion in
groups.
After
the
discussions,
the
E' f .~~if"
~
f
- 26-100 before it broke up into groups.
groups
reassembled
to
report
on
their
Input wanted
7. .
.. ~,~
Dean Wadleigh, in an interview with activities. Ross pointed out that a good
,~~gl-l
n~
::h
Te Tech early Thursday afternoon, sign of the interest evoked was that
· . ~
said that he considered the program "most came back."
Ross termed the program "extremeS *'~
~
very successful so far. Wadleigh, a
Photoby HaietKang member of the Agenda Committee, ly useful" and said that "we've got to
SACC protesters were met on thea steps by Dr. Draper before they indicated that the Committee head- do this a number of times." He said
had a chance to march Monday.
quarters in the East Lounge of the that he has begun to receive the input
Student Center would be open through from the individual groups through
Next, Miller addressed the group, decided it was time to move to the today and would probably remain secretaries selected from each group.
explaining that he had conceived of the Great Court to reach a larger audience open next week to gather the input He added that he was surprised to fmd
helicopter project as a civilian transpor- and gather signatures on'petitions call- from the discussion group leaders and out how little -information passes from
tation project rather than a military ing for a moratorium on war research any members of the community with group to group until such efforts as
Wednesday's are made.
ideas or suggestions to offer.
one. Moreover, he insisted that due to at MIT.
the specific nature of the increased
Professor Boris Magasanik, Head of
To the Great Court
After President Johnson's speech
stability which the I-Lab project would
before a near-capacity audience in the Department of Biology, also stated
impart to helicopters in flight (a stabiOut in the Great Court, however, Kresge, most departments met as a that "I found it extremely interesting."
lity making safer landings possible), the most people were too busy sunning whole to outline what they wanted to He indicated that the department turnresearch would have only limited war- themselves to respond to the strident discuss before dispursing into smaller out was good, and that "politically
fare valtie."It would"n6t',' fo'r'exi'nple,"l tines' of a bullhorn manned by a-groups. With'-few exceptions, the oriented groups" were particularly
significantly affect the accuray of gun- student who kept demanding "Where's groups did not attempt to reach scien- well-attended.
Howard Johnson? Where's James'Kil- tific conclusions on issues, although
fire from a'helicopter.
As another part of the program for
lian? Where's Jack Ruina? Draper is one of the Physics discussion groups Agenda Days, WGBH-TV broadcast a
Rebuttal
here. Come listen to Draper and learn passed a resolution calling for an end special program entitled "The ContemThe originators of the march re- about his efforts for a research mora- to work on the MIRV projects at the porary University in Society, as seen
mained unconvinced by Miller's words, torium." A few people did respond to special laboratories.
from MIT." In it, panel members inhowever, insisting repeatedly that heli- this urging, though, and they, together,
After the afternoon discussion cluding students, faculty, and adminiscopters in Vietnam were used to kill with the people who had journeyed groups, many faculty members, admin- trators grappled with the question of
people and that the helicopter research over from Mass. Ave. questioned Dr. istrators, and members of the labs and the role MIT should play in the develat MIT should consequently be stop- Draper for another half hour.
staff went to the dormitories and opment and application of technology,
ped.
fraternities for dinner. Wadleigh called particularly in the realm of the miliFinally, at about 2:15, Draper re- the turnout "spotty" and the Agenda tary. A second panel discussed "IntBy this time, the discussion along
Mass. Ave. had been going on for an ceived a message that Ruina would like headquarters confirmed that the num- ernal Structure: Goals and Means" in a
hour and the "march" originators now to see him as soon as possible.
ber of guests varied greatly from group lively debate.
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Smith officially elected UAP
By Jay Kunin
Mike Albert is officially the Undergraduate Association President.
Former UAP Maria Kiviiild decided
last night that Albert was a registered
undergraduate and could therefore take
the post that he had won.
Bruce Enders, Secretariat Chairman,
who was in charge of the election, had
earlier reported that although Albert
had won the election, he was not
registered and therefore could not be
elected UAP. Consequently, Jim Smith
was declared officially to have won the
contest; this was the situation as The
Tech was sent to press last night, and as
a result, the decision of Enders, who
was the official in charge, was printed.
Maria interprets
However, according to the old Undergraduate Association Constitution,
under which the election was held,
"Interpretation of the Constitution or
Bylaws shall be by the Undergraduate
Association President who may be
overruled by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of
the Institute Committee." Therefore,
the final authority rested essentially
with Maria, who declared Albert eligible to run for UAP. The following is
an excerpt from an interview with
Maria recorded by Nigel Gusdorf of
WTBS:
"As far as I'm concerned, Mike
Albert is UAP. He had the most votes. I
guess the question is in that some
people think that because he is not
registered as an undergraduate, he
should not be [UAP]. But I consider
him a student because he goes to
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Inst ute
By Larry Klein
SACC planned a march on Instrumentation Lab Six Monday afternoon
to protest the helicopter research being
carried on there.
The protestors never made it to the
lab, however. Instead, they faced Professor Rene i. Miller, Head of the
Department of Aeronautics and originator of the helicopter project and
Professor C. Stark Draper, Director of
the I-Labs, on the steps in front of 77
Mass. Ave.
Change of plans
i allowing the procedure adopted
last x zek, the demonstrators assembled
at 7. Mass. Ave., from which point
they M re to leave for I-Lab Six at
about 12:30. Before they could depart,
however, "fate" interceded, causing
Draper and Miller, who were together
nearby, to learn of the assembly on the
steps. As a result, the two professors
invited some of the prospective
marchers to join them for lunch, to
discuss the grievances of the students.
The students refused, though, requesting instead that the two men appear in
front of the Building 7 setps. Then,
everybody could hear what they had to
say. The professors agreed.
Consequently, from about 12:30 to
1:30 Draper and Miller competed with
the roar, of the traffic on Mass. Ave. as
they addressed the crowd on the steps
(which eventually grew to about one
hundred persons). Speaking first,
Draper informed the audience of his
endeavors of the past weekend with
regard to a research moratorium. Talking with various Navy personnel in
Washington about the possibility of a
moratorium on the Poseidon project,
he could not gain the acceptance of the
admirals for such a stoppage, but did
receive tentative assurance that the
Poseidon project could be sufficiently
declassified so that concerned students
could view it and ask questions about
is.

I I~~~.

classes and intends to register. And you
don't really have to register until the
13th week."
The question of registration is yet
unclear. Warren Wells, the Registrar,
said in a telephone interview last night
that he considers a student registered
when he has returned his registration
form, with his advisor's signature to
[the Registrar's] office. Albert has paid
his tuition and attended classes, yet a
call to the Registrar's office yesterday
at 5pm indicated that the office had no
record of him. Albert has said that he
intends to pick up his roll cards today.
Two hour UAP
Jim Smith, who was UAP for a
period of about two hours, said before
Maria's announcement that he intended
to sit down with Albert and work out
an agreement, trying to avoid taking
the situation "to court." He stated that
he didn't want to take office under the
circumstances without Albert's approval, and hopefully, his support;
Smith also suggested the possibility of
appointing Albert UAVP, or being appointed to the post himself if Albert
were to become UAP. He said that he
had campaigned on a platform which
included Albert's platform,.
Concerning Smith's compromise
proposal, Maria told WTBS that "as far
as I am concerned Mike Albert has
won, and it's really up to Inscomm to
back up Jim Smith if they're really that
concerned. I'm sure that something can
be worked out, but I'll stick by the fact
that I think he's a student."
Smith said later that he vould stand

<

MAike Albert declared tUAP

by the decision, and that he would not
instigate a protest; he did state that he
would sign a petition calling for a new
election should one appear. ,
At this time, Albert is UAP. He won
the election, and Maria declared his
eligibility. Although according to the
old constitition, a 2/3 vote of Inscomm
would be necessary to overrule her, the
situation is complicated by the fact
that that Inscomm no longer officially
exists.'The Unified University (HAC)
Constitution won the referendum, and
has been in effect since the election
results were announced. Therefore any
protest of the election would have to
be taken through the new government,
and the technical questions as to the
logistics of such a move are unclear.
Yet Albert did poll the largest vote,
and there now seems to be no reason
for any protest.
Albert's statement
Albert gave the following statement
to The Tech concerning the election
and his plans:
"Whatever difficulties were manifest last night vis-a-vis my status as a
student will be resolved today. I thank
all who voted for expressing their
views, but I wish to emphasize that the
changes that we seek will require much
thought and work. Involvement must
grow, the ballot alone changes nothing
significant. My goals have been made
explicit as has much of my philosophy.
Tomorrow is the first day of a new
kind of student government. You can
either be a part of the solution or a
part of the problem."
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OFFICIAL
ALBERT I
FFICIAL TABULATION,
TABU]LATIOBN, NOT
NOT INCLUDING
INCLUDINGI
ALBERT
Smith
Evans
Weiner
Head
Loeb
Federow
Barsa

322
325
87
82
69
48
33

487
445
129
99
77
69
37

516
459
146
112
80
73

560
471
153
114
84

Others
651
UNOFFICIAL TABULATION,
Albert
530- 554 556 558
'Smith
322 341 351 368
-Evans
325 344 351 360
Weiner
87
104 105 109
Head
82 87 96 98
Loeb
69 73 76 81
Federow 48 53 53
Barsa
Others

572 614 665*
476 504 524
165 184
131

INCLUDING ALBERT
561 571 582 655 *
394 427 466 617
365 395 410
124 137
113

33 34
121

.....................
Mark Mathis
President of Class of '69
.
...............
Dick Moen
Sec.-Treas. of '69 . . . ...
Executive Committee of '69 ........
Mike Mann
.......
...
Dave Jodrey, Frank Rogers, Carl Weisse I
Shelley Fleet, Jim Truitt
..........
......
....
Pam Whitman
President of Class of '70
Executive Committee of '70
...... Laura Malin
.....
........
Mike Bromber, Robert Dennis I
.......
......
Ray Huey
President of Class of '71 .......
Executive Committee of '71 ....
. . . Howard Siegel
. . . ....
...
Diane Feldman, Zane Segal, Jack Goodstein
Ken Lord, Tom Pipal
. . . . . . ...
. . . . Dave Slesinger
President of Class of '72 ........
Executive Committee of '72 . ...........
Dave deBronkart
Gene Tolman, Tom Bergen
l
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Why you got this paper
With all the talking going on around and about
college campuses today, we of The Tech feel that
most of you are somewhat bewildered by what is, in
fact, taking place on "your" campus. This paper has
been designed to help you understand what is taking
place at MIT as a unique example of the general
case.

We have not covered all the issues, but we'have
tried to give you two views. The cross-sectional view
is represented by the regular issue. Hopefully this
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will show you what is happening in our environment
now. The longitudinal view is in our special four
page supplement presenting some of the past year's

highlights.
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1 yr. $4.50 [1 ]
2 yr. $8.00
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Bill me later [
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Unfortunately we can not send you The Tech
free continuously. However-if you are interested in
subscribing, just fill out the form on the right and
mail it back to us. We hope this issue has been
valuable.

etumn to: The Tech

P. O. Box 29
84 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, Mass. 02139
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Time-constants for change

:E::'.t.A
Many people lost at the faculty meeting time scale of the faculty.
A far better move on the part of the facWednesday. Mike Albert's proposal to abolish
Institute requirements was defeated, 'of course, ulty would have been to propose an amendas was the other student proposal offered by meat to drop the September implementation . i
Mark Rockoff and Steven Pincus. The CEP pro- clause and agree to establish the committee. As
posal, which represented years of faculty effort, things stand now, the student body did not get5
lost too. The proposal to form a joint commit- one concrete piece of action out of the
tee to study the advisory system was lost for meeting.
One of the few significant speeches of the
.....
Faculty Wle r;
at least a month when it was tabled. The big'?................
gest loser of all, however, will be the entire afternoon was made by Professor Philip
Institute community if mistrust has been Morrison. We sincerely hope that he was correct
;
spawned which will prevent future accord be- when he said that the vote on the Institute
:/::
.
requirements
was
only
that
and
was
not
a
vote
tween students and faculty on Institute policies.
oer
At the heart of the problem lies the differ- on some of the larger issues of educational
ent time scales seen by students and faculty. philosophy which many people feel were tied....
The faculty sees change over a period of years. to the requirements issue. We also hope that
A student must spend over half his "lifetime" his call for a massive study of the major issues
...
....
at the Institute merely learning his way around; concerninfg the educational policies of the Instithe period of time during which he can effec- tute, which was apparently seconded by
:
5~
tively promote change is rarely more than a President Johnson, will not be tossed aside.
Photo by Al Goldberg
year, Change postponed is easily construed to
One other issue which was made apparent
Assistant Provost Paul Gray and Chairman of the Faculty, Waiter
'Wednesday was the need for organized student Rosenblith appear to be doing exercises for President Howard Johnson
be change opposed.
Thus, when the -faculty voted to table the input in decisions such as those about require- at fthe Fcl
brr
1,9.
Faculty mei
meeting Wdsay
Wednesday, February
19,1969.
proposal for a committee to study the advisory meats.
The faculty isunderstandably confused
:::::
system, it appeared to some students to be whena it is confronted with four different stu- 55!~!~
inones
of which- th
hasa e cleare-,
unwilling to even discuss the issue.- A subse- dentproposals,
:i~~~~~~i~~~~i:!:~:i
~~~~~~~~~~~................
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.....-...-...-....-.. .
4uent motion to the effect that the faculty wihnisewnaktwihhs
entoyer
propo:::::sals,
::
::::::none
::::::of
wh
ha:
:::
t
e
cla:'.
:
:
:
~~~~~::::~~:::::~~;~~~::::::;~~;~::::::;;;;;:i~~~~;;::;~~~~~~:::::~~~~~~
: ;:::ich
,,.,
Fkootnote
considered the problem important and worthy space
supportof of
twothe
months,
-additionbody,
to onein from
whole in.student
the ""i
within
has
its been
ownranks
twowhich
years
ii~~i~iiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~
. 5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
........... .......... ..
of consideration was passed, but it gave nothing
concrete to those students who seek an in preparation. The faculty as a whole is probimprovement in the situation. Although it was ably not yet used to student participation in 1. Peter Q. Harris, chairman of SCEP, .39. One senior coed to another: "At
lost a bet to Assistant to the President least we won't be spinsters; well be
not generally known at the time, the CEP had such matters, and it is not surprising that a Mr. Simonides. At stake were an bachelors of science."
already planned to discuss the matter Monday. fear of being stampeded by a small group of autographed picture -of UAP Maria 43. UAP Mike Albert spent a good
Although the faculty did a very poor public students might arise and breed a reluctance to Kivisild against an autographed picture portion of his first day in office inof President Howard Johnson. The bet forming callers who wanted to
relations job for itself at the meeting, the attempt major reform.
know the following weekend's mixer
Likewise, it is not surprising that students itself remains a secret.
reasons behind its actions are not incompre9. One of the nicest programs we saw schedule that the MIT student govhensible.' By the time the motion to establish a might mistake the caution which results from was given to a sophomore in chemistry. ernment was no longer the organizacommittee to examine the advisory system came faculty unease for intransigence.
The computer assigned him a lunch tion to which such questions should
be'directed.
Much.
can
be
done if both sides will try to hour every day and nothing else.
to a vote, it was late and the faculty was rest18.
As
our
beloved
Editor Steve Car-. 54. Astronomical observation: '*In
less. In addition, the motion presented required 'look at themselves through the eyes of the
hart
was
covering
the
meeting on the order to be the brightest star in the
that .the committee report next month and that other. There are changes which must be made.
commons price rise last week, he de- horizon, you have to be serious."
the changes it "recommended be implemented in The faculty must recognize the legitimacy of cided to nap through Dean Wadleigh's 571/2. A computer matching disk
September of this year. This time scale is far student participation in bringing about that comments. Somewhat surprised by sounds like a dating service for frisbees.
more rapid than that to which the faculty is change, provided that it is organized so as to this, Dean Wadleigh asked "Mr. Tech" 68. Litton Industries, that well-known
pililar of the military-industrial comaccustomed. This, combined with the fact that be, representative of the whole student body. if he was bored by his assignment.
plex, has just purchased Stouffer's,
it was late, created a mood in which it seemed Likewise, the students must give the faculty an- 34. One of the Institute lawyers upon
hearing the salary of an MIT professor which runs Twenty Chimneys and the
to the faculty appropriate to postpone action; other chance to back their good intentions with commented, "That's not a salary, other food services on campus. Anyone
after all, a month is virtually nothing in the concrete action.
for a MIRVburger?
that's an allowance."
N

Let

there

We would like to support God's recent move
away from winter and into the much more
relevant area of spring.
We feel that such a move is in the best
interests of all concerned; one that has been
anticipated by the Administration for some
time.
Nevertheless, we cannot accept the way in
which the decision was handled; like many
other decisions around the Institute, the process
is- to say the least- obscure. In fact, only a
few people were informed of the event before
it actually happened: Dean Wadleigh. Constantine Simonides, and the janitor in the basement
of building 24. (The Tech was informed by
Dean Wadleigh ahead of time, but'told to keep
it off the record.)
The fact that God did not see fit to consult
the Faculty and Administration before reaching
His decision is regrettable; the fact that He did
not consult the student body is deplorable.:
It is rumored that UAP Mike Albert and the
·~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Resistance are planning a protest rally Sunday
morning in front the Chapel.. We of Thle Tech
feel that this is not the answer.
'As is our usuAl' policy, we feel that decisions
such as spring should not be left solelyto God.
This is contrary to the spirit of a university.
and to the precedents that the MIT admrinistration has established. We, therefore. propose
'the formation of a joint committee made up of
27 students, four faculty members. and a member of the Dean's staff (also, of course. Peter
Q. Harris, token student on faculty committees)
which would be available to confer withi God
any time He wishes to make a decision
affecting the students. Naturally, before any
such decision is passed, He would have to colnsuit the Committee and obtain a 3/4s vote in
its favor.' We feel that God's Own Decision
Deciding and Making Committee (GODDAM)
will be a valuable addition to our growing list
of decision-making processes into'which we have
CarY.
C- 5ardi ... managed to weasel student input.
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Grading:
By Alex Makowski
Friday's issue of The Tech contained a discussion · of MIT's past
grading policy. More important than
where we have been, though, is
where we are going. What are some
of the important grading philosophies current around the Institute,
and what changes do they imply?
As Undergraduate Planning Professor Edgar Schein emphasized, "It
is a bad nmistake to separate grading
from educational policy." Any
reforms in the marking system are
impractical if they buck this larger
issue. Assistant Provost Paul Gray
elaborated on MIT's role in our
modern society: '"Today education
and certification are wrapped up
together. Although it is a legitimate
question whether universities should
be responsible for certfication, the present context requires that we play a
role in pre-professional evaluation."
All faculty members questioned,
from the most liberal to the most
conservative; agreed with the above
analysis. "Teachers everywhere
would welcome a feasible method
of divorcing education from evaluation," reflected Professor Pierre
Brian, "but we can probably
provide a more effective assessment
than some outside agency." Only
students dissented, arguing that a
strict grading system constricts the
learning process.
Consideration of the grading
system, then, should proceed in
light of the Institute's dual role.
Consider first the effect of grades
on education. Professor Schein feels
that any system must provide the
student with "informational feedback on his performance...what the
student needs is detailed information
on how he is doing, and he needs
this information frequently so that
he can correct -for any errors he is
making." Professor Brian adds that
evaluation is needed "to insure
competence in students; the teaching
process could break down were an
instructor forced to teach a single
class composed of students with
widely differing abilities."
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Pass
By Charles Mann

a.

i
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faculty

,discusses alternate proposals

Is our present system adequately
meeting these needs? "Our grades
are too vague," offered Professor
Schein, "we need more specifics,
i.e., 'writes poorly, but has good
ideas'." This approach requires more
personal contact between students
and faculty, but, as Professor
Richard Held pointed out, "there
are economic problems involved
with more contact. Being involved
in other activities, many faculty do
not have the time for closer relations with their students."
However, Freshman pass-fail does
seem to succeed' in enhancing the
educational process. "Many of our
first year students," reflects Professor Herbert Woodson, Burton
House Master, "come from a variety

of backgrounds. Pass-fail grading
alleviates the effects of a poor
background," giving the students a
stronger foundation for their upperclass studies.
Of course, there have been many
suggestions for improvement.
Already cited, the most obvious is
upgrading the advisory system.
There was unanimous agreement
that strengthening the advisor
system would improve the teaching
process. Close contact between a
student and his teacher is the
optimal method of informing a
student of his progress; yet no
simple solution has been found.
Professor Schein suggested some sort
of "legislated" mechanism for feed-

back, but this would be valueless
without more contact.
Consideration of the role of
grades as motivators toward
increased learning forms a connection between the importance of
grades in education and their value
in evaluation. Many feel that grades
are important in giving students
some extra impetus in their studies.
Professor Dan Nyhart, Chairman of
the Committee on Academic Performance, feels that grades are useful
as a "greater reward than just good
recommendations or personal satisfaction." Yet Professor Campbell
Searle, also a member of CAP,
pointed out that "some students
feel that the arbitrary constraint of

Orchstra plays Carnegie Hall
Carnegie Hall is one of the highest
points of aspiration an orchestra can
have, and now the MIT Symphony
Orchestra can boast of a well-received
concert there.
Thursday night's full house had
several distinguished guests in its
midst-former MIT President Julius
Stratton; Malcolm Kispert, Vice President of the Academic Administration
here; composer Milton Babbitt; Gilbert
Kalish of the Boston Symphony Orchestra; and many others. It was a
proud oc asion for the MIT administration, as well as for the Department
of Humanities, which is quite justifiably elated over this prestigious
feather in its cap.
The concert itself was quite a success. Theodore Strongin of The New
York Times was quite laudatory in his
review last Friday. He viewed our
orchestra as a group which takes its
work seriously and gave special praise
to the orchestra's intonation, balance
and attack. Stronging also singled out
soloists John Buttrick and Robert
Freeman (both faculty members) and
praised the orchestra's "precision in
basic orchestral matters."
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The program consisted of Rossini's
"The Italian Girl in Algiers" Overture,
Mozart's Two Piano Concerto in E-flat,
Bartok's "Dance Suite," and;the New
York premiere of Sven-Erik Back's
"Intrada per Orchestra," which
received its US premiere by the MIT
Symphony Orchestra last December.
(The orchestra has also introduced to
the United States works by Roberto

'Gerhard and Johan Henlmich Roman.)
Other important works that have received first performances in the Boston
area or have been revived by the
orchestra after long neglect include
Charles Ives' Third Symphony,
Janacek's Sinfonietta, Piston's Second
Suite for Orchestra, and Schoenberg's
"Accompaniment Music to a Film
Scene.)

reults and evaluaion

sors are simply not in the habit of
(Ed. note: This article Is based on establishing any contact with their stuextensive discuson with teachers, dents. As long as there was a system of
advisoQr freshmen, and upperclamen. letter grades, the only effort required
Use was also made Of limited written
on the part of the teacher (except,
feedback)
perhaps, in humanities classes) was the
The fist term of the pass fail ranking 6f all the members of the class
experiment is over and the first indica- by some numerical method and the
tions of the success and problems of assignment of a grade to each person
the new grading system are visble. The by the ranking. Personal contact neceschanges have not been obvious or, at sary: none.
least on the surface, drastic.
Now the professor is called upon
No greater number of freshmen to state, in some detail, not just how
fadiled core courses last termn than failed the student is doing compared to the
them last year; no more freshmen were rest of the class, but where he needs to
put on probation. Instead of grades, work, in what areas his competence
the freshmen and their instructors lies, and how effectively he is really
made evaluations, more or less in learning the material. Obviously, the
paragraph form, of each freshman's instructor has the problem of having to
progress.
deal with a large number of people and
Intended to foster an attitude of has to spread his efforts somewhat
cooperation and personal contact thinner than his students. The only
between student and teacher, the evalu- possible solution to that dilemma is the
ation forms did appear to provide a reduction of class size, an option that is
somewhat more realistic basis for guid- already a clear trend in the greater part
ance and direction of the freshman's of the educational system.
efforts. The freshmen were, in nearly
The interaction between advisall cases, more thoughtful and pain- ors and freshmen is the second imporstaking in their evaluations than their tant part of the freshman experience
professors. As might be expected, the that pass fail has influenced. Most of
Humanities faculty came closest to the advisors have positive feelings
matching the students' care in judge- about the effectiveness of the new
ment of progress.
system as a realistic means of determining
the student's progress and many
This more mature approac h to
learning is one of the things thiat pass think that the written evaluations are a
fail is supposed to do. But if it is to be positive factor in guiding -the freshsuccessful in this respect, two things man's efforts. The duties of the advisor
will be required. First, both students are multiplied by the freedom that pass
and teachers must do an effective job fail gives.
No longer must the freshmen
of evaulating student progress; student
and teacher must work together to give equal time to all his academic
establish verbal communication. Sec- responsibilities. He has the alternative
ond, students must appreciate pass fail of concentrating on those which are
most worthwhile for him without
as freedom and not license.
The verbal dialogue and concern having to worry very much about the
on the part of the teacher for the effect on the others. There is, of
student as an individual are, appar course, the temptation to just spend
ently; the things that are going to be the maximum amount of tine hacking,'
most difficult to achieve. Most profes- and some freshmen (but, apparently,

no huge portion) have chosen to do so.
The advisor should help to guide the
freshmen in maldking decisions about the
allocation Of the time available
between different classes, living group
activities, extracurricular pursuits, and
time spent doing nothing.
It all the potentialities of pass
fail are to be realized, the advisors must
go considerably beyond the formal
relationship that now is the usual case.
It has been suggested that freshmen
should have as their advisor their
instructor in one of the core courses, as
a method of establishing a relationship
that crosses over the boundaries
between' academics, advisors, counselors, and, hopefully, friends. Since not
every freshman is responsible or even
knowledgeable enough to make all the
right decisions and pass fail does substanially increase the number of alternatives available, the position of the
advisor is made even more delicate than
before.
The advisor has, as a primary
duty, the job of making sure that the
freshman can make a suitable "adjustment" to MIT. Pass'fail, in this respect,
is of considerable aid. In the exposition
of objectives of the pass fail experiment, it was noted that it seemed that
there could not be grades without
having the students become excessively
concerned about them, and that the
only way (or, at least, the most practical way) of eliminating the problems
that concern over grades causes would
be to eliminate the grades.
Well, grades have been eliminated, and no longer does the freshman
have any exact way of ranking himself
in competition with his fellow classmates. No longer can he feel he must
work as hard as he can for as long as he
can in order to earn an A. No longer
can the A student in high school be
'discouraged by receiving a C at MIT.
On the other hand, no longer is there

the pressure which makes a student
stop playing cards'and pick up his
physics book.
Okay, so the pressure (at least,
the external pressure) of grades is gone.
The interesting thing is the seeming
lack of response to that freedom. No
greater number of freshmen are involr
veda in extracurricular activities, though
'it is impossible to say if those who are
have done more in their respective
areas. What about selective attendance
at classes? Both MIT and Caltech have
had poor first year chemistry courses.
When Caltech started pass fail, freshmen stopped going to chemistry. The
course literally fell to pieces. Caltech
now has an entirely new first year
chemistry program. There was no
significant decrease last term in the
number of people who attended 5.01
or the effort they expended.
Another of the objectives that
was slated for the experiment is the
lessening of the demands that core
subjects make, so that the freshman
year could be used to explore various
fields and broaden the backgrounds of
the freshmen. The number of units that
freshmen carried last term was, as
expected, up from last year. This is one
opportunity that the freshman class has
Of course, not everyone is
entirely happy with pass fail. Some
advisors feel that their students are not
working as hard as they would under
the grading system, and that this is a
definite disadvantage. Some students (a
very few per cent) feel 'that they
cannot work effectively without the
pressure of being graded.
Of all the factors which work
against the success of pass fail, the
most frustrating is the effect of the
attitude of upperclassmen, who tell the
freshmen (and their advice is often
followed) to "tool hard" and forget
about pass fail. After all, the Institute
is out to sortewr

thhemiswn-
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grades can be detrimental." One
solution for this,' suggested by Professor Schein, would be to allow
more than one type of system per
course, perhaps with fewer credits
for the less structured marks.
Evaluation process
Moving on to the second fuction
of grades, the philosophy of certification was clearly expressed by
Professor Woodson: "In spite of
idealism, two people in the same
situation will compete. Given competition, a rank-ordering system is
necessary." "Our society," adds
Professor Brian, "expects the
colleges to evaluate students. Certainly, we can provide a better
assessment of a student's ability
than some impersonal testing
agency." According to both men,
the question is not whether to
evaluate, but whether our evaluation
system is working effectively.
Again, our present system seems
too vague. "Grading in humanities,
lab, and science courses," remarked
Professor Gray, "should recognize
different skills, yet we use the same
marks." "Too often," added Profe, or Woodson, "our system
rewards quizmanship, rather than
knowledge." And Professor Searle
pointed out still another problem:
"Our present grades are deceptive;
an A here does not mean the same
as an A elsewhere. We've tried to
solve this by giving more A's and
B's, but that tends to be selfdefeating."
Professor Gray suggests a structure built out of the current
system. "Freshmen should have passfail grading. Not directly preprofessional, their courses do not
justify precise evaluation. The most
important need is feedback. In
upperclass departmental programs,
though, more distinction is
required."
Rota's proposal
Professor Gian-Carlo Rota, chairman of the Freshman Advisory
Council, offered a specific grading
program that could be implemented
into Gray's plan. "Most courses may
be classified as either tough,
requiring the development of new
mental or physical faculties, or
fuzzy, transmitting information. As
there is no precise way of evaluating the latter, they should be
graded pass-fail. For tough courses,
where objective measurement is possible, all the latest testing techniques should be used to evaluate
many facets of the student's performance.
Because of oversimplification, giving a single letter
grade for a tough course is a
travesty of justice. Finally, the
specific grades would be for
Institute use. Any transcripts would
contain written evaluations only."
Although not directed toward this
proposal, much faculty comment
does apply. Professor Searle also
emphasized the need for educating
the public on the meaning of MIT's
grades. Professor Held, however, did
pose one objection to the concept
of written evaluation. "There is
always the fear, when presented with
a written evaluation, that it may be
too subjective. This apprehension is
lessened when grades are included."
Future changes
With all these different ideas, can
there be any clear prediction of
future faculty decisions? The consensus is that the faculty will want
much more investigation of current
experiments (for example, Freshman
pass-fail) and a greater degree of
student input. As Mr. Peter Biittner,
Assistant to the Dean of Student
Affairs emphasized, "The more you
discuss the issue of grading, the
more complex it becomes."
A few did sense a general trend
among the faculty. Professor Rota
sees at least the feasibility of an
A,B, and F or no record system
within the next four years. And
Professor Schein sees a possible
extension of the senior pass-fail
system to the other classes. But the
CAP, charged with any review of
the grading system, has taken no
steps toward a change.
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Fred Andree running out of opponents to wrestle
'(The following story is reprinted
courtesy of the Boston Globe.)J
By Bob Sales
'Nobody wants to play with Fred
Andree. The 6-foot-2, 225 pound
heavyweight wrestler for the Massachusetts Institute Of Technology goes'to
practice everyday. He does calisthenics,
exercises, works with weights But he
does not wrestle.
"There's this guy named Mike- I
don't know his second name," says
Andree. "He's in the merchant marines
and he wrestled in college. He's around
240 pounds, and every once in a while,
he comes in and wants a workout.
Sometimes I wrestle with him. When I
'get an opponent, I have to take advantage of it."
Andree, a junior who is undefeated
in 42 dual meets for MIT during the
past two seasons, pinning 24 of his
opponents, started this year working
with Bruce Davies, MIT's 191-pound
wrestler. But Davies hurt his knee and
is finished for the season.
For awhile, Andree worked out
with Harvard's wrestlers. At times, he
goes over to Boston University to work
out with Larry Hawkins, a freshman at
BU. These sessions are few and far
between.
Someone at MIT recently had the
bright idea of having Andree wrestle

Just the sight of Fred Andree'70 seems to shake his foes. Andree, who
boasted a 68-10-1 record during his high school career is undefeated in
42 dual meets for MIT.

IFC grants Pi Kappa Alpha
permission to start colony
By Bill Roberts
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity has received the permission of the of the IFC
to form a colony at MIT.
The action came at Thursday's
meeting of the House President's
Forum of the IFC. Acting on a prior
reccomendation by the IFC that one
fraternity be given permission to colonize, the presidents chose PKA over the
other-main contender, Delta Chi.
The PKA presentation was given
by Irv Englander, an MIT grad student
(VI), and the Reverend Bob McCloskey
of Medford. It consisted of a general
outline of history of PKA and of its
plans for colonization at the Institute.
Englander amplified his remarks
in a later interview with The Tech .
According. to him, PKA was one of the
few of the largest na'tional fraternities
which was not represented at MIT. The
colonization effort is the result of work
by alumni who wished to end this
condition.
The present effort began about
two years ago when a group of interest-

ed students contacted several fraternities, including PKA and Delta Chi,
about the prospect of forming an6thef;
fratrnity at the Institute. PKA alumni
in the area responded by forming the
PKA Massachusetts Bay Alumni Association. Work by this group and others
resulted in earning the approval of the
IFC for the founding of the colony.
According to Englander, the
alumni group will begin rushing freshweek in March, assisted by PKA chapters from the University of New Hampshire and Trinity College, and MIT
undergraduate Phil Bobko, who was a
member of the original student group.
The goal of the group is to have a
colony ready to be installed in April.
Englander also gave PKA's reasons
for wanting to found a chapter at MIT.
He said, "PiKA considers MIT a strong
fraternity school. The fraternities here
represents the fraternity system at its
0-mostprogressive. PiKA hopes to
establish a forward-looking chapter at
MIT."

Lovell leaves MIT
Ed. note: This is a personal comment
on the issues raised by CaptainLovell's
visit to MIT last Thursday.
By Robert Dennis
Astronaut Lovell proved himself
to be affable, humble, and , above all,
human. In the question and answer
session- in the Sala de Puerto Rico
following,a
presentation to him b]
UAP Maria Kivisild '69, he commented
on the projected mission to Mars which
could take more than .one year in
duration. On a trip of such extent,
Captain Lovell declared, "I'd obviously
want more than Frank and Bill along.
Captain James Lovell's visit to the
Institute Thursday, February 13, was
another stop on NASA's public relations campaign since the Apollo 8
flight to maximize public support for
the space program. In the background,
however, lay the inevitable question of
what will be the size and extent of the
program following Project Apollo.
The space program, of course, has
greatly benefited the nation in the
contributions it has made to many
fields. Opponents argue that the space
program is a luxury item that should at
least be slowed down until we take
meaningful steps to make America
truly a land of promise and opportunity for all.

Plans to erect 'E,RLE
Working plans have been drawn
up for the erection of a new building to
house electronics research and classes.
Scheduled for occupancy in December,
1971, the building will be shared by
the Electrical Engineering Department
and the Research Lab of Electronics.
Now used as a parking lot, the site
for'the construction is between buildings 20 and 39, fronting on Vassar
Street. The building, approximately
rectangular in shape, will be divided
into two wings, one of eight stories and
the other of six.
Principal aim
The principal aim of the new project, as described by Professor Paul L.
Penfield, one of its coordinators, is "to
unite scientists of common interests
rather than common departments."
Two electronics-oriented research interests will be represented: applied
physics, with studies of plasmas and
the interaction of electromagnetic
fields with matter; and biology, centering on the electrical nature of biological phenomena and the development of sensory aids.
Drawing together faculty and graduate students presently located in
facilities spread across the campus, the

with Jim Nance, the Boston Patriot's
fullback, who was a wrestling
champion in college. Nance's bad ankle
prevents him from wrestling. .But he
suggested that Andree invite Houston
Antwine, the Pats' 280-pound defensive tackle, to work with him. Another
possibility is Dick Arrington, the Pats'
No. 1 draft choice several years ago,
who also was a wrestler at Notre Dame.
Andree would like to grapple with
people like Antwine or Arrington or.
Nance. They're bigger than he is, and
they're stronger than he is. It might be
educational."I think," he says, "that I really
could improve if I wrestled with a guy
who could really stick it to me;"
Andree got turned onto wrestling as
a 13-year-old kid in Baraboo, Wisconsin. He was first in line when the sport
was introduced.
"Fooling around," he explained, "I
always liked to wrestle."
He went on to compile a 68-10-1
record in high school, and also played
tackle on the football team. During
vacations, he worked at physical jobs:
logging, construction, stacking
100-pound castings in a factory. He
thrived on the work.
"I really enjoy physical work," he
says, "and I do what I like. For
instance, I'm in math. It's really inter-

esting to me. At times, I'm totally
absorbed by that."
At other times, he is absorbed by
wrestling.
"It's very basic," he explained. "It's
all right there. Strength against
strength. Conditioning and endurance.
You're matching very basicqualities."
MIT ends its wrestling season this
afternoon at the University of Massachusetts. (Ed. Note: -a match already
played. Andree won.)But this won't be
the end for Andree.
He was beaten twice in a pre-season
invitational meet at the Coast Guard
Academy. He hopes to have a chance
to avenge those defeats in post-season
tournaments.
He will compete in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association college
division tournament at San Luis
Obispo, California, March 12-13. If he
finishes among the top four there, he
will go on to the NCAA university
division tournament at Brigham Young
University, March 27-29. Last year, he
finished fourth in the university
division, losing two matches.
Andree tries to take losses in stride.
It isn't easy.
"I tell myself I have a bad'day," he
says philosophically, "but I don't
know."
Hell soon find out.
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Photo by Al Goldberg
:

President Howard Johnson greets Astronaut James Lovell Jr.

building by 1972 duisclosed

new building will primarily house mem- ments, roughly 45 more faculty mem- phasis on these two projects. The first
bers of the EE Department and the bers will be drawn. Portions of both three floors of both wings will contain
RLE. Of the former's faculty of 133, groups will be active in the physical facilities for the physics work. Above
about one-third will be transferred into and biological research.
the administrative offices on the fourth
the new labs and offices.- From the
'floor,
biological research will fill the
Space allocation
RLE, composed-of about 110 faculty
top four floors of the east wing, while
Allocation of space reflects the erm- the fifth and sixth floors of the west
members from 12 Institute depart-.

wing will hold undergraduate laboratories.
Although the main emphasis will be
on research, a significant amount of
space has been set aside for undergraduate courses. Besides the project labs,
there will be 15 classrooms, ranging
from a 250-seat lecture hall to five
seminar rooms. The project labs are
especially irnportanit, for many undergraduates find 15-hour days sometimes
necessary for their research. The labs
have been designed as large work areas
rather than small cubicles, allowing
adequate supervision to be more easily
arranged.
Several novel and interesting features are incorporated into the overall
design. In the past, exacting electronics
studies have been hampered by electrical interference, caused by anything
from commercial AM radio stations to
flourescent bulbs. Plans for the new
building include attempts to minimize
these destructive effects. And part of
'he fourth floor has been designed to
permit its use as a conference center.
Built around a 100-seat lecture room,
the area includes a smaller classroom
and two or three lounges. The posModel of the proposed EE/RLE building, to be constructed on Vassar Street between the Computation aobility of an adjoining outdoor garden
Center and building 20.
atop a roof has also been considered.
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the defense budget after the Viet- these assumeptions, we can obtain I which is,found in airplanes, de- erally feels that the power of the
nam war. if we were to revert to big changes in the structure and spite the use of ever improving military-industrial complex is

By Bob Dennis
Professor William Kaufmann of
the Political Science Department the "baseline budget" (prior to size of the biudget.
is currently completing work on a the Vietnam buildup), he feels
In his worlk,Kaufmann has concomprehensive analysis of the De- that we might be able to scale sidered' a wiide range of possible
down the budget to 54 billion in budgets, raniging from 40 billion
fense Department-budget.
Having served as an activ e advi- current prices. There are three to 90 billio n. One of his major
sor to the Pentagon for the last major factors which would mili- efforts invol ved considering queseight years, Professor Kaufmann tate against such a decrease. The tions o f "efTficency" in the milipresents arguments in his book first is the possibility of further tary. He a,dded that Secretary
that support his contention that, inflation (there has been a 15% McNamara vwas doing a good job
without major changes in our inflation-in the cost of DoD goods in this area until the expansion of
commitments, we should be able and services since 1965). Second the Vietnam war.
to afford a post-war defense bud- is the possibility of a huge miliManp,ower efficency
get of around 60 billion dollars tary pay raise which would cost
One of the major areas of
while still maintaining a "modern, an annual 6 billion above present efficiency wlhich he has examined
powerful, defense establishment." levels. Finally, there is what the is the questi ion of manpower. Of
Professor Kaufmann has been military see as "deferred de-; the-current total budget of 83
concerned about the rapid rise of mand"-projects such as new wea- billion, over 24 billion went for
defense expenditures since 1965. pens, modernization, and family military per:sonnel. Kaufman beThe DoD budget was around 50 housing which could total an addi- lieves that, under a volunteer
billion dollars before the Vietnam tional 14billion dollars a year.
army wheret the costs of personnel
expansion, and has since risen to- Kaufmann notes that if we would be m{ore apparent and draover 80 billion dollars. The incre- accept the several assumptions matic, the a rmy would be under
mental cost of Vietnam is now that the Pentagon currently holds, greater press sure to be efficient.
about 26 billion a year.
any hopes of a "peace dividend" Since nearly t all men can earn
Kaufmann asserts that there is a would vanish. Yet, he belives that more than mailitary pay in civilian
'"real question" as to the size of the defense budge must not be life, he feelss that we are effectconsidered "sacrosanct" and as- ively taxing ,young people for serserts that if we change some of ving their co untry.
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Kautmann also feels that the
Learn while you earn
I
military
cou ld perform its funcGeorge Lennan Day Camp
tions
with
leess manpower. He beNeeds male counselors
lieves
the
an
my is an overly manmale waterfront specialists .
power-intennsive activity, and
male crafts specialists
could reducee its current enlistmale nature specialists
Iment by 4000,000-even with the
continuance Of the Vietnam war.
Another Xmatter' of efficiency
into which hhe has delved is the
area of oftfeen lagging reliability
II

JUNE
GRADS

Ceme mere The
JOBS Are!

free Consultation

Lerman Day Camp is sponsored by
Associated Jewish Community Center,
a social work agency. A camp job with
us will be particularly useful to students.;n
social work, education,
psychology.
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to apply now!
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*AU individuals interesd in continuing or joining the discussion started
a I intelephone.
"MIRY and the Moderates" please contact Andy Gilchrist by letter or

Antonioni's
"RED DESERT"
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The address is 282 Random Hall, Room 312, CambridgeX7562. If sufficient is expressed, a meeting will be scheduled for the near
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majoting in economics are invited to a
majors Tuesday May 20, 1969, at 4 pm
addition, several other members of the
answer questions. Juniors an urged to
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SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE*

W/AVE

f

You don't have to speakII
Russian for a CEC 3 weekII
THINK-IN in the USSR

t

determents.physicals.conscientious objection. rejec' tion. appeals. alternative
service. counseling. legal
aid. prison. foreign travel.
emigration. filling out
forms.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS GROUP SEMINAR
i

Steven B. Lipner

The most accurate and
complete bookavailable!

"A Geocodinlg Capability in CMS/ICES"

i

May 19th

Room 9-550

CEC FIELD INSTITUTE:
American and Soviet faculty.
I
Frank, open debate, discussion, lectures; field trips,
COUNTERPART MEETINGS,
and free time to meet Soviets.

I

STUDY EXCHANGE VISITS
LEAVE NYC: June 7, July 5,
Aug 2 and 23 or
MEET CEC in Moscow
For details how you may qualify:

At your bookstore,
from draft counseling
services, or direct from:

Name .................................................
Adress...............................................
City........... School .
.
CITIZEN
EXCHANGE
CORPS

Sponsored by the Urban Systems Laboratory
25 Beacon Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
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$1,024 less awards

GUIDE
TO THE DRAFT
I1by Arlo Tatum and
Joseph S. Tuchinsky
$5.95; paper, $1.95

3-5 pm

r

STUDENT/FACULTY

i

i

meeting with other undergraduate
in the Freeman Room E52-391. In
faculty will be present to talk and
come and talk to Professor Foley

about graduate school. Refreshments with be served.
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54-915 at 4 pro. Professor Simmons will speak on "Scientific Exploration of
the Moon" in 54-1311 at 4 pm on Monday, May 19. On Wednesday, May 21,
a
D
!
there will be guided tours of five labs with experiments in progress See the
eTR
lP 6-422Pulu.frst floor near the elevators of Building 54 for more information. Freshmen
~~~~an
o intirested in Course XI are especially invited.

~3:50 & 7:40
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"DEADFALL"

B

W~orl's Largest Profesional
Employmont Fake

C,1

i

*On Monday evening, May 19, at 7:30 pm in the Sala, the MIT
Interfraternity Conference will hold an open forum to consider the serious
questions that confront the MIT fraternity system and its individual
members today.
Dean of Student Affairs Kenneth R. Wadleigh will chair a panel to
discuss:
I)MIT's new student housing plans
2) MIT's program for increased Black student enrollment
3) means by which the individual student can achieve greater
involvement in the decision-making process of the University.
The implications of these subjects are extremely important to all
I
students,
and all interested people are urged to attend.
ME
d
UN
4-4580
umue
I=
|
*Tickets for this year's final Compton Seminar will be distributed
C
c
D
Rita Tushingham and
c Monday in the lobby of building ten. Beginning at 9:00 pm, two tickets will
i be presented to each person upon presentation of an MIT activities card. The
]~Michael York in
'"THE GURU"
program next Thursday will pit MIT professor Paul Samuelson against Milton
"...A
comedy of beautifully
Friedman in a battle to the death over "The Old, the New, and the Correct
] mixed up manners and mores..." g Economics."
]
'
New] York Times
*The Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences is sponsoring two
IC
2:50, 5:50, 9:50
C
B lectures and a tour of laboratories. On Friday, May 16, Professors Lewis and
plus Michael Caine in
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often exaggerated, and that the
Congress, as well as the public, are
not too well-informed on the
actual nature of the situation.
Professor Kaufmann has thus
far completed chpaters analyzing
the strategic nuclear force, the
general purpose force, and the
nuclear component of the general
purpose force. He is now working
on compiling a wide range of possible budgets, in addition to a
chapter on force planning which
will deal with the actual construction and manipulation of budgets.
Stressing that the work for his
book is being done completely
independent of the Defense Department, Prof. Kaufmann contends that his work for the Pentagon over the past several years has
greatly benefited both himself and
his courses.

techniques and technology in
their construction.
Kaufmann is also skeptical of
the military's "deferred demand."
He asks whether we really need
increasingly "fancy ' destroyers
which are becoming almost as big
as light cruisers. He also questions
whether the incremental costs of
nuclear propulsion in ships are
commensurate with the benefits.
"Never say never"
Although his book will not
contain an explicit analysis of
programs such as the ABM. Kallfmann personally feels that we
should "never say never" about
the possible need for such systems. Nevertheless, he remains unpersuaded about the need for an
immediate go-ahead on ABM, and
believes that the case for defering
its deployment is strong. He gen-
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PARTHENON RESTAURANT
AUTHENTIC GREEK CUISINE
EXCELLENT EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN WINES
ALL KINDS OF LIQUOR
UNIQUE HELLENIC ATMOSPHERE FEATURING
THE ANCIENT GREEK PARTHENON
_OPEN EVERY DAY
11 a.m. to p.m.

.. the music,ians
l

Extremelly Moderate Prices
For Reservations Call 491-95i92

I[

LIIH

924 Mass. Ave D
(BETWEEN HARVARD ANi1
CENTRAL SQUARES)
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Ready to translate your concerns into action?
The UCS welcomes all members of the scientific
munity, especially students.

coOm-

By Jeff Gale
As this is still a new column
and thus has a limited amount of
faithful following-if it has any
following-this paper's ramblings
will be used for a little entertainment theory digression.
There is a big difference between a musician and an entertainer. Usually that difference is
intangible but easily recognized. It
is usually the musician who excells on record. He is striving for
the best possible interpretation,
most originality, and other such
highly artful goals. The musician
is the one who gets bored playing
the same thing night after night.

Union of Concerned Scienrtists

Relax and Divert

CAMPUS CUE

General Membership Meeting
Monday, May 19, 8:00 pm
Room 250 (Large Lecture Hall)
Jefferson Physics Laboratory
Harvard University

-

V-

590 Commonwealth Ave.
(Opposite B. U. Towers)

"Great for a
Date"
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will undergo some of the greatest changes in
its history during your four years here.
The Institute's research relationship with
the Department of Defense is presently
under study and may be entirely revised
next fall. This summer your entire educational experience will come under scrutiny
in a study that will redefine the purposes
and goals of an MIT education for the next
decade. And your traditional student government has fallen away to a new one that
pledges relevance.
Where
ill
w you be while all this is
happening?
Why not be in the middle of it allworking slavishly to bring news of what's
happening to the rest of the academic
community. By joining the staff of The
Tech, MIT's undergraduate student newspaper, you can keep on top of exciting
campus events and inform others through
MIT's only source of up-to-the-minute news
coverage.

This is why the Jefferson Airplane Area record on Columbia and are
will often refuse to do Somebody produced by either James William
to Love and why Janis Joplin Guercio or by Dunwich
looked so bored doing Piece of Productions. Aorta is one of the
My Heart at Spring Weekend. The Dunwich stable. The basic idea of
entertainer is the one who is at his the album-an integrated unit of
best in front of an audience. Good songs held together by repetition
examples of entertainers are the of the theme called Main Vein
Association, the Supremes, and -leaves something to be desired.
Chuck Berry. These people live Song styles vary from hard rock
for the applause, laughter, and in to light with the lighter ones being
Chuck Berry's case the grossing- easier to take. A Thousand Night
s
out of the audience. These defin- isn't too bad. Magic Bed is the
itions are not at all clear. Groups most interesting tune with its carsuch as the Fugs and the Mothers nival barker ('She walks/she talks/
of invention are combinations of she sucks/she really does!') in the
both with an emphasis on the background. However, overall the
entertainer part. The Beatles have record isn't even up to the average
been both and apparently are now pop release these days. Ordinarily, an album by a toin the musician frame. The important thing is that a performer's tally unknown singer on a minor
worth should be judged on the label wouldn't even be mentioned'
criteria of what he is trying to in this column. However Lee
accomplish and that Tiny Tim and Dresser on Amos Records wanderthe New York Philharmonic both ed into the office last week. The
record got played by accident andhave a place in music (sic).
Recordings
isn't too bad. Dresser is one of the
There is an album Aorta by the entertainers mentioned in the first
...
Chicago group of the same namie prait of t:.IS WL&I a.H.
which has just been released on sing-a-long-very similar to the old
Columbia. It seems that all pop Trini Lopez and Johnny Rivers
music groups out of the Chicago method. Since Rivers changed his
style a few years. ago, this bag has
---1I
been empty. Dresser has that vitality necessary to fill the gap. His
renditions of If I Were A Carpenter; Baby, The Rain Must Fall;
Abraham, Martin, and John; and
especially Child Of Clay recorded
before a live audience show a
communication and involvement
with the audience which is rare
these days. Perhaps, -with luck,
Lee can fill this entertainment gap
which deserves a rebirth.
-

F

So you're an MIT student.
Well. the chances'are that your school

from the entertainers
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The Tech reportersdare among th mos t '
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You will be working arm-in-arm with the
student government leaders, the admrinistration "big-wigs" and important faculty members. You will have the chance to do

:I
.i
i

everything from interviewing a Nobel laureate to reporting on the results of a faculty
meeting to getting in free at the latest flesh

g
d

flicks to covering the latest student demon-

strations.
If writing doesn't suit your interests,
some other part of putting out a newspaper
must. Our photography staff takes and
processes all the pictures that shamelessly
appear in our paper, week after week. We do
all of our typesetting on our shiny new IBM
equipment. Coolie help is always needed to
layout pages, sharpen blue pencils, and

1
3

i

1@

I

t

prepare the paste-up boards for theprinter.
And, working for the productionstaff mpfurs

practical experience in offset printing which
can be
utilized by 'moonlighting' for profes-

sors on the side.
Then there is the serious side of the
paper, Business-wise, The Tech is financially
independent. Members ofthe Business and
Advertising staffs receive extensivepractical

r.

Tech students, turn in your
textbooks for quick cas
the MIT Coop in the Stu]dent
Center.

experience in administration, business, and
finance,
not to mention the extra money
available
forwho
those
can sell ads.
The abilit
t yco o
mmunicate
effectivelym
and understand human relationships is often

p

overlooked in the cold, grey classrooms of
MIT. We invite
to you
come and sharewhat
we have offer
to of the MiT "experience."
Wethink you'll find it an enjoyar1e activity
and profitable
experience. Love, truth, and
a littlnews e
print.
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MIT Syrn7pawny shovvs -variedskills
Ip19ony shows
s~k~s
varied

By Robert McCall
Saturday evening the MIT
Symphony performed its last
concert of the year. Fresh from
their gig at Carnegie Hall, the
orchestra showed that it is capable
of playing together and playing
well. Although the concert was
composed of standard numbers,
the overall execution was sharp
and cohesive. David Epstein,
conductor, once again proved his
versitility in the many ages of
music.
The concert's first number, the
Brahms Tragic Overture, although
performed well lacked the feeling
which it demands. The brass section here and throughout the con
cert sounded as if it was being
played back over a bad Hi-F;i
system. The Brahms is the lesser
played of the two popular overtures, and is much more de-

bird was Stavinskii's first wellknown composition-a ballet
based on the old Russian folktale
about a magical bird commissioned by the Bolshoi Company.
Stavinskii had not yet broken
many of the ties with conventional arrangement, and so the
ballet was well accepted. His ballet suite was also greeted with
enthusiasm and accepted by the
critics at its premier. Although the
orchestra was hampered by lack
of some technical skills in this
very difficult piece, they performed passably well.

It is the unfortunate nature of
school orchestras that, as they
approach some degree of quality,
they must disband and await next
year's freshmen. Perhaps more
concerts toward the -beginning of
the year could bring about the
cohesiveness necessary for any
orchestra to perform well. The.
MIT Symphony is always well
attended (its last two concerts
here have sold out) and could
easily support more appearances
each year. The MIT Symphony
concerts will always be a welcome
part of the MIT community.

I

I

I

TECH S;HOW OPEN MEETING
Interested authors, composers, directors, designers, as well as
people interested in production and business are invited to come
to help plan
TECH SHOW '70

manding both on the orchestra
and the -conductor. It is also, if
performed properly, a much more
dramatic and fulfilling experience
May 21, 7:30 pm, West Lounge of MIT -Student Center
for the audience.
The second number was out of
on

rnlace

I

program-

the

traditionally, a number with guest
performers is given the last slot.
Nonetheless, Mozart's Concerto
No. 10 in E Flat for Two Pianos
and Orchestra was done excellently. John Buttrick and Robert
Freeman performed the concerto
with grace and perception. With
the exception of the second movement andante, which was a bit
slow and sluggish, the piece was
very enjoyable indeed.

OR r
H

the suite from '"The Firebird"
(1919 version) by Igor Stavinskii,
was fresh and exciting. The Fire- I
_
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Before you sail away, pick up

HEAR PASTOR RICHLARD WURMBRAND,

PACK~ING
SUPPLIIES

a Rumanian Lutheran minister of Jewish descent who was imprisoned
by the Nazis and by the Communists for preaching the Christian Gospel.

The highlight of the program,

_-
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KRESGE AUDITORIUM, M.I.T., SUNDAY, MAY 18, 2:30 P.M.
A question and answer period will follow.
Sponsored at M.. T. by L.L T. College Life.
11.1 .
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As you prepare to set sail from
Cambridge-on-the-Charles, make a
quick one-stop shoppi ng trip to our
stationery department for all the
packing supplies you need.

__ _

__ _
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"I'msorry about your
ParadBe,sW*. I guess I
splashed on too
& uca fter shave,'sN

Kraft Sheet 40 x 48
Nea Tape
Wrapping Kit Rolls
Polished India Twine
Polished White Twine
Packing Sealing Tape

i

I
i

2/150
250, 390
390
50Q
750

Sizes 1%2 X 150 to 11/2 x tO10

39¢ to $1.49

Scotch Strapping Tape 1/2 x 360

790

Jute Ball String
Label on Tape
Labels (Fragile, Special Delivery,
First Class, Air Mail)
Baggage Tags
Address Labels
Coop Box 13 x 18 x 30 (4 cu. fIt.)
Corrugated Cartons 18 x 14 x 12
Maxifold reinforced carton
Padlock
Trelock (bicycle)
Locks

290

590
19¢ ea.
15¢ to 250
85¢
$8.95
45¢ ea.

3/$1.25

700 ea.

2/$1.30

89¢
$2.50
65¢ to $1.32

i~1

11

Ii

HARVARD SQUARE
Open Thurs. 'til 9.
.. ~~ ~

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL
MEDICAL CENTER

~~~~~~~~Y

Even the might of the military can't protect you if you're not
careful how you use Hai KarateOR After Shave and Cologne. One
whiff and females get that "make lQve not war" look in their

eyes. So to maintain military discipline and keep your uniform
intact, we put instructions on self-defense in every package.
Just in case it comes down to hand-to-hand combat,

Longwood and Brookline Aves., Boston

M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER

i

The Collegiate Department Store

_
I

I

:Hai Karate-be careful how you ulse it.
16

C 1969, Leeming Division, Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
I

:

.
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Ri 7le team tniuOupphs easl"y
in GB outtCoors tournament
The MI~T 't'ifie team -finished its season on Saturday
by winning the Greater
Boston Collegiate Rifle
League Outdoor Tournament,
The winning team' in this
tournament is determined on
a handicap basis. Each team's
handicap is 75% of the difference between its season
average and the season average of the Le~gue-s- numb~er
one team. fwN&i~ is MI[fl.
In an overwhilrdhfgg
display
of shooting ability, the MIT
.team took first place in the

He~squeaked2 by Harvard's
Gary Tuck, who had 525,
and MIT's Karl Lamson, who'`
had 524. The fourth ' osition
went to Dave Hunt '69 with
510.
MIT donrinated each stage
of the tournament. The first,
se'cond, and third place trophies-went to Tom Stellinger
'70, Charles Lingel '71, and
Jack Chesley '71, respectively.
The first and second- plce
kneeling trophies were won
by Bill Swedish '71 and
Bob Kirkpatrick '71, respecfively.
~o~sr~e~;~~77777··;da"- M
The seeco nd and third
-place standing trophies went
Phroto b~y CraigDavis
-to Eric Kraemer '71 and SCORE! Walt Maling '69 [nuimber 14J whips in oane of Ihis two goals
Gitm Horn '71 respectively.
in the championship game against W~ass.
The high freshman of the
tournamrnent was Frank
Leathers '72 with a 515.
Second place was won by
Drew Gillett '72 with a

__

Ecist Campus wbins
IM bowl~ingcrw
by -stoppingBexleyEast Campus 'A' -captured the
intramural bowling title from defending: champion Bexiley 'A' last
Tuesday. East Camnpus rallied from
a fifty pin deficit haalfwray through
the match to win by a 18761760 count. )eff Lagarias '71
priced the winners with a threegame total of 611. Doan Haurin'71
rolled a 618 for Bexley.
In water polo undefeated

UM~ass snatclhes title fro M
stickmen with 12-9 triumph

Bv Doan Arkin
In this tournament no
Davis '69, John WVlet '70, and Ken
The MI[T lacrosse teaam sunffered L~ord '71.
team could win more than
was a real thriller, in which ten varsity and two -freshmanaPits first league loss of the season aE The score was almost~much
MITT :)n three out of the trophies. The two MIT teams UMass beat them in a close game closer as two referee's decisionss
top fouir places. Dick Evans came home with 12 trophies, on Tuesday, 12-9. As a result, the went against Tech. Carl Brainard
'70 shoAt 526 out of 600. a 100%/ success!
thet~i
looked as if it
Redmnen now have sole posses- '69 took sion of first place in the northern went right through the netting,
d~ivision of the New England but-thne referee-ruled that it was
League.
wide. Another Tech score: was disUMass turned~
out to be as allowed when the ref inladvertent:
tough a team as they were suppos- ly blew his whistle just before the
The varsity ternnis team hosted sand the match.
~d to be, but a tremendous effort shot.
Armherst,, the second best team in
At two Skip Brookfield '69 from Tech made the -game very
Tech's final regular season
New England, and came away on was defeated 6-1, 6-3 by Mike even. The visitors we're able to game wWl be this Saturday against
the losing end of a 6-3 score. The Pelletier. Brookfield has not2jump into an~early 2-01ead before Norwich on Briggs Field. It ought
netmen face Yale tomorrow in the played. up to his early season form Tech was able to adjust to theirI to be an exciting end to a recordlast match of the season. The since his lung collapsed a few offense. Tlhe U~uass attackers hadI breaking season.en~gineers sport a 124-mark and weeks 4~o, and he couldn't do it very qulick shots and consistently
...
.... . ." ":~i~:::::::::~
would dearly hlke to end the in this match.
~·s·····:~~:::
; ·
Tech
been::::::~::~~::
took long shots.
A.-- n had,
rr
r
Today
season with a victory.
Bob Metcalfe '69 had trouble ready for this tactic, but the
Trhe Acmherst match was a c~liff- with his oveir~heads and lost to effectiveness of these shots took BasebaUl (V)-LoweRl Tech, home, 4 pm
BasebaU (0) -Loswel Tech, away, 3 pm
hanger. The tw'o teams were Tom Suher 4-6; 6-4, 6-3. Mannyy experiexnce to neutralize.
Tennis (V, F)-Yale, home, 4 pm
knotted at 3-3 after the singles Waeiss '70, despite An irijured back,
Once the defense had adjursted,
matches were completed, and two toppled Sandy Mohlmnan 6-3, 3-6, the game was very even. Both
of the three doubles matches went 6-4. At fifth seed Tomn Stewart teams had very strong offenses
to three sets before Amherst '69 completely overpowered 6-1, which traded goals for the rest of
a
could claim. the win.
3-6, 6-2. Steivart lost control in the game as UMass always held a
9
Bob McKinley '69 lost 7-5, 6-3 the second set, but he bore down two or three goal lead.
ByI Ray aKwasnickc
t o Rick Steketee, who had with his; big serve: to clinch the
Three players scored two goals
The varsity baseball team took ditc~h rally in the top of the ninth,
re~ached the semi-finals in thie New nmatch. Steve G~ottlieb '71 won in apiece for Tech, Jack Anderson it on the chirn again as Brandeis
but it fell short. Charlie Fogelson
Englands. MdcKinley was down 4-1 straight sets 6-2, 6-3.
'69, Walter MWaling '69, and Dave edged the engineers 75. Thus the '71 pinch hit for Mo,,tgome~ry and
in the first: set, but he came back
In the doubles McKinley andI Peterson '71. Anderson increased judges sweep the season series two started it off with a walk. With
to tie the set at 5-5 with some fine Weiss were run off the court 6-0,, his record number of goals to 43 games to none. The loss snapped one out Bob Dresser '71 also
lobbing. However, Steketee broke 6-1. Weiss' irjury was too much while Mahalng now has 42. Tech's the Techmen's two game winning walked. Then Jeff Waeissman '699
him and went on to tak~e the set for the Tech entry to overcome. other goals were scored by Chris streak and sent thaeir record to a
slammed a tremendous shot up
dismal. 4-1~3.
the alley in left-center field. Both
Techt lead 3-0
-runners scored, but W6eissmanr was
After both sid~es were set down thrown out attempting to stretch
Yo
in order in the first, Mark Scher the hit into a triple. Bob Gerber
By John Light
double win put the team's won- Clark. McMahan did manage to '71 singled with two outs in the '70 singled to keep Tech hopes
second. He got a tremendous alive, but Rich F~reyb~erg '70 flied
The MIT golf team rebounded loss record at 7-6;, over .500 for top his Brandeis op~ponent 4-3.
jump
one the Brandleis pitcher and
f
from
its disappointing showing in thae first time.
At positions two, three, and
stole
second standing up. Dave
tthe New ~Englands as it crushed
Tech's only loss came at the four, MITwas unstoppable as Don
IBrandeis anmd the University of number one spot as Mnike Anderson '70,, Ken Smolek '70, Dewitte '69 blooped a single into
INew Hampshire Tuesdaay in a Mc~ahan '69 was beaten by. Nev. and Carl ]Everett '6i9 all carded centerfield to drive Scher in. The
engifieers'continued to chip at the
Imatch at the Concord C. C. The Hampshire's
highly rated ]Bob dual victories. At that point the
Brandeis pitching as John CompI
~c~Brandeis match had been decided, ton '70 singled and Ste've Rock
and John Light '790 finished the '71 blasted a double to naake the =g~r
CIAM
New Hampmshire match with an score 3-0.
10 C4m
8-6 win. His Brandeis opponent
Brandeis came up with single
rallied, however, to gain a tie.
runs in the 'thaird and fifth off
The final two men were just pitcher Rock on a combination of
frosting on the cake for MIT. Tom walks and singles. In the bottom
V dl
Thomas '69 and Bob Armstrong of the sixtht Rock walked two.
'71 both came in with decisive
=z tij
Both runners advancedt on a fieldv~ictories, putting the final totals er's choice. When Rock uncorked
colo
at 6-1 for the engineers over New
a wild pitch which tied up the :i O fHampshire and 61h-1h over, score and sent the other Walthamn
f
Brandeis.
Cr..
runner to third, CoaPch lifted~him
r~P
~~i·.~pas~8n~x;·9~r~rr~e~
Including the fall se~gwn, the
(D
golf team now holds an I 1-8
overall record, thus assuring itself
of an improvement on liist year's
record. The only competition left
is coming up tomorrow as the
C p
fiinksters return to Williamstown
to take on Williams- and Trinity.
The: golfers will be hoping to close
· ~Sh~~7~lr ;_~6~-~q~~jfj~-rpj~i~aF;a~·
%on
a winning note since that will
Photo by Geo'9' `~7y
be the last mnatch und~er coach
-12-O.-t

Amhterst topples netmlen 6-3;
Yale here · or inal matchl

4 0%

Brandei'ss wall,
to snap, win

Pran eis,

fers crus

N

ti~

0

Ken Smolek '70 hits a five iron from mid-fairway in match against Jh
ermn
h
I
UN H, Brandeis. Smolek carded a 78, low score of thle day, as he beat o
hermn
o
both of his foes.
I
after IO years at Tech.
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